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ABSTRACT

The scarcity of water resources in many of the arid urban areas 

of the United States has created a situation in which a continuing and 

increasing amount of concern is directed toward water pollution control 

and wastewater reuse. The Tucson, Arizona, urban area is representative 

of this trend. Municipal wastewater effluent, previously disregarded, 

is now beginning to be utilized as a valuable water resource. It is the 

most obvious wastewater source. There are, however, a number of other 

sources of polluted water which should be investigated to determine 

their impact on the scarce water resources of the arid urban area.

These pollutant sources in the Tucson area include urban stormwater 

rmoff, landfill leachate, on-site treatment systems, and construction 

activities. Within this study, each of these pollution sources is 

analyzed for quantity, quality, and location of pollutant. The pollu

tion problem and the existing pollution management system for each area 

are assessed. In addition, some basic recommendations for future 

management of these problem sources are presented. The study is 

designed to fit into a comprehensive urban planning structure and 

suggests areas for future concern and increased water resource manage

ment as dictated by the unique arid climate and water needs of the 

Tucson urban area.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to identify and analyze the actual 

and potential water pollution sources in the Tucson, Arizona, urbanized 

area. The Tucson area water pollution problems are of particular 

interest because of the complete dependence of the city on groundwater 

for all water supplies. Tucson is located on the fringe of the Sonoran 

Desert and is considered to be in an arid region. The area rainfall is 

slight, and there is no dependable surface water supply. The primary 

impact of area water pollution problems is, therefore, on groundwater 

recharge systems.

This paper will identify urban water pollution sources, outline 

the analysis methodology and results, and discuss the pollution poten

tial of the identified sources, with particular reference•to the impor

tance of the identified sources in the Tucson area water pollution 

picture. Existing pollution management practices will be presented as 

will a general analysis of the future needs for pollution control in the 

area. This paper is designed to serve as a base to which proposed water 

pollution management activities can be compared to gain a perspective of 

the type and amount of pollution abatement activities needed to correct 

the identified problems.
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1.1 Background

The present trend in the evolution of water resource management 

in the United States is one of a change in emphasis from water quantity- 

development to water quality preservation and enhancement. This is 

exemplified by the billions of dollars being spent on clean water laws 

such as the Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 and the Clean Water Act 

of 1977.

There are several factors which precipitate this evolutionary

trend:

—  Increasing human population.

—  Increasing use of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources.

—  Increasing use of the environment as a final dunping ground for 

the residual wastes of bur society's domestic and industrial 
activities.

—  Decreasing availability of inexpensive, clean, fresh water for 

human consumption.

A far more basic factor which controls this evolution is the 

fact that we live in a huge cyclic environmental system. Every action 

has a reaction. The reactions may be quite different in spatial and 

temporal form, and often unrecognizable from their precipitating actions, 

but they occur.

We are now well enmeshed in a seemingly unbreakable cycle of 

continued population expansion, resource utilization, and waste genera

tion. Our traditional waste sinks, the earth's land, air and water, are 

becoming loaded with toxic material and are recycling these toxins into



our basic food chain. We are now having to pay the opportunity costs 

for waste disposal to the environment.

In assessing the water pollution problems of an area, the cyclic 

nature of the environment must be accounted for, and in fact, dictates 

many of the parameters necessary in developing an effective pollution 

management plan. Other than solar cycles, water represents perhaps the 

most obvious cyclic environmental component. The hydrologic cycle 

represents the primary nature of the cyclic mechanism. Clouds, rain

fall, surface water, groundwater, and evapotranspiration all represent 

hydrologic cycle phases. As man inpacts these cycle phases by adding 

various chemicals to the water, the subsequent phases are affected. In 

most cases, the faster the system is cycling, the greater the subsequent 

inpacts.

In a tenperate climate with anple rainfall, the hydrologic cycle 

is fairly rapid with few fluctuations. There is often an overabundance 

of surface water. In other words, the evaporation to the air and infil

tration into the ground cannot remove all the available rain, and much 

of the water runs off the land as rivulets, streams, and rivers, or 

gathers in depressions as ponds and lakes. Man’s impacts on such 

systems are often easily recognized because of this overabundance of 

surface water for two reasons:

1. The increased availability of surface water encourages its use 

as a water supply and a transportation medium.

The visible nature of the surface waters allows ease of inspec

tion of water for added contaminants.

3
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In an arid environment, there is a lack of rainfall. The evapo

ration of rain removes it quickly from the surface. There is often a 

highly variable annual rainfall cycle where pronounced wet and dry 

periods either overload the land with too much water or stress the land 

severely with too little moisture. Often the only dependable year-round 

water source is from groundwater reservoirs, subsurface aquifers 

saturated with water from thousands of years of trickling infiltration. 

Man's impact on such a hydrologic system is similar to more humid areas 

in that chemical alteration of cycle waters is passed onto the subse

quent phases. It is very different in the following ways:

1. The lack of abundant surface water lessens its use as a water 

supply and transport medium.

2. The movement of pollutants through the arid hydrologic cycle is 

often much slower than in a humid cycle, and if the primary 

dependable water supply is groundwater, the detection of con

taminants moving through the system will be much more difficult.

There are several factors to be considered in the analysis of 

water pollution problems in an arid environment:

—  The slower movement of pollutants causes attenuation 

(dilution/breakdown) of pollutant concentrations, especially if 

the movement is through subsurface aquifers.

—  The contamination of subsurface aquifers is a long-term condi

tion due to the slow cycling of the system and pollutant reten

tion in the subsurface material.
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—  There does exist a strong possibility for periodic rapid

pollutant system cycling due to heavy rainfalls of short dura

tion which could pick tp a mass of accumulated pollutants and

move them through the system in a concentrated slug.

Added to these considerations of the movement of water pollu

tants through the arid hydrologic cycle is the primary reason for

interest in these problems, the use and reuse of water by man for

municipal, industrial, and agricultural uses. The lack of an overabun

dant supply of water in arid urban areas forces several actions:

—  Extensive costly area water supply development (including impor

tation from distant surface water supplies).

—  Conservation and reuse of existing supplies.

Both these activities stress the area residents' financial 

resources. As water becomes less easy to obtain, water costs rise and 

previously uneconomical water management techniques become more attrac

tive. As these alternative water sources receive more attention, the 

primary factors involved in their use are quantity and quality, and the 

costs involving in maximizing the usable waters from all available 

sources.

This thesis will provide an analysis and ranking of the primary 

water quality problems in the Tucson area. Future water resource 

planning depends on the ability of the involved area resource planners 

and management to focus available fiscal resources on the most pressing



water quality problems. This analysis can guide that fiscal allocation 

process.



CHAPTER 2

’ WATER POLLUTION SOURCES

2.1 General Description

The study area was the arid urban environment of Tucson,

Arizona, a medium-sized desert community receiving some eleven inches of 

rainfall per year and having an annual pan evaporation rate of approxi

mately 65 inches of water (Arizona Water Commission, 1975). The 

specific area studied was the Tucson urban area (Figure 2.1, in pocket), 

a 429,000 acre polygon including and surrounding the Tucson city limits. 

This area was designated by the local urban planning agencies as a rela

tively densely populated urban lifestyle area and delineated by a loosely 

defined population density boundary. The current population estimates 

put the Tucson population at approximately 475,000. In the last ten 

years, the population of Tucson has boomed in a 50 percent increase. 

Tucson is an increasingly popular "sunbelt" city with many desirable 

features. Especially attractive are the many sunny warm days when other 

parts of the country are buried in snow. Tucson is expected to grow to 

850,000 in the next 20 years (PAG 208 Population Projections). This 

very high rate of growth, coupled with a definite "rapid growth" politi

cal ethic, has caused expansion pains in many areas including schools 

and transportation. A more subtle but much more important long-range 

problem lies in the continued annual 2-5 foot drop [U.S. Army Corps of

7
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Engineers (USAGE), 1978a] in the underground aquifer water supply upon 

which the city of Tucson depends. As area wells probe deeper for ade

quate water flows, the costs of finding the water and transporting it up 

out.of the ground and around the city increase greatly. These increased 

costs are passed on to area water users. Recently, a sharp water rate 

increase by the Tucson City Council resulted in a spirited recall elec

tion which ousted the three council members (out of five) who had voted 

for the increased water rate. An interesting postscript to this is the 

fact that the subsequent City Council members increased water rates 

also, but at a slower pace.

The strong upward trend in water rates has caused many area 

residents and businesses to begin investigating water conservation and 

reuse techniques. This is just the beginning, however. Conservation 

and reuse will undoubtedly increase greatly as the price of water rises. 

The largest urban area water user and disposer is the City of Tucson 

Water § Sewer Department. Currently, the City Water § Sewer Department 

(in actuality the city residents) distributes approximately 70 million 

gallons of fresh water per day and discharges approximately 35 million 

gallons per day of secondarily treated wastewater effluent into the 

normally dry Santa Cruz River bed. Once in the river bed, the effluent 

either evaporates or infiltrates into subsurface aquifers. This large, 

currently wasted, water resource will undoubtedly be managed completely 

in the future. Possible plans include increased urban and agricultural 

irrigation, sale to area copper mines as process water, and exchange 

with area Indian tribes to alleviate pending water rights lawsuits. At



this time, however, only a few million gallons are reused per day to 

irrigate city parks and golf courses, and some area crops.

Urban sewage effluent is the largest area pollution problem.

Other potential pollution sources which are identified in this study 

are:

1. Industrial waste discharges.

2. Urban stormwater runoff.

3. Landfill leachate.

4. Septic systems and cesspools.

5. Construction activities.

These pollution sources were identified by using federal guidelines for 

water pollution management (Clean Water Act of 1977) as well as a 

detailed review of all Tucson urban area water uses.

Each pollutant source will be described, put into a historical 

research and management perspective, and ranked as a pollution problem.

In the cases of nonpoint pollution (sources 2-5 above), a technical data 

review is presented to indicate how these sources were analyzed.

2.2 Municipal Wastewater Effluent

2.2.1 General Description

The greatest use of water on our planet is that of transporta

tion. Water is the vehicle in which most of the natural and man-made 

chemical compounds ride as they progress through the many physical/chemi

cal cycles on earth. For humans, the use of water as a transportation 

vehicle ranges from the water in blood carrying nutrients to body cells

9
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and in urine carrying waste products out of the body, to the use of 

water to carry wastes away from homes and industries. This waste trans

port mechanism is a subset of the hydrologic cycle and represents a 

brief but very important segment of water's movement through the urban 

system.

The problems of wastewater effluent management center around the 

addition of such wastes to area drinking water supplies. Most sewage 

treatment facilities are located next to watercourses or large bodies of 

water. This strategic placement is primarily to facilitate the discharge 

of effluent into these waters, and the subsequent removal and/or dis

guising of the discharged sewage. Ignorance of the hydrologic cycle in 

the past has caused extensive health problems due to water-borne disease 

transportation (Metcalf and Eddy, 1935). It was eventually realized 

that there must be treatment of sewage effluent to kill pathogenic 

organisms and remove excessive dissolved and suspended solids. This 

approach has created a situation where there are thousands of wastewater 

treatment plans all over the country discharging sewage effluent which 

is required to meet rigorous treatment standards (see Appendix A). 

Unfortunately, there are several rather important and uncontrolled vari

ables in this waste treatment program which cause the pollution problems 

associated with sewage. The first is that there are many small (and 

large) municipal waste treatment facilities which do not meet the 

required standards. The second variable is that there is currently an 

incredible variety of exotic chemicals being added to urban sewage.

This chemical cornucopia is often composed of material which can cause
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the breakdown of existing biological treatment facilities or go right 

through untouched by any currently installed pollutant removal or modi

fication process. A representative sample of urban sewage effluent 

often contains the materials listed in Table 2.1.

As previously mentioned, the supply of fresh, inexpensive water 

is dwindling. In addition, the costs associated with the treatment of 

sewage are rapidly rising —  especially with increased treatment stan

dards and enforcement. These pressures have caused an increased 

interest in effluent reuse, rather than uncontrolled discharge back into 

the hydrologic cycle. Wastewater management is not new (White, 1971; 

Metcalf and Eddy, 1935). First formal mention of it in the United 

States was made by the National Conservation Commission in 1909, stating 

that refuse from household, farm, factory, mine, and city should be pre

vented from polluting streams, or extending needlessly into groundwater 

or contaminating the air; and that urban sewage should be converted and 

utilized as a source of municipal revenue.

Recent studies (USAGE, 1978b) have indicated that there are many, 

viable alternatives for effluent reuse. There are also many concerns 

with regard to water pollution. The impact on the environment and area 

hydrologic cycle of many land-based reuse options has yet to be fully 

determined. The exotic and difficult to remove toxins are one of the 

primary problems. Recent interest centers around cadmium in both waste- 

water effluent and sewage sludge and its uptake by effluent-fertilized 

and irrigated crops (Schroeder, 1972).
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Table 2.1 Some of the Primary Constituents of Sewage from a City 

Sewage System. —  From Manahan (1975).

Constituent Sources Effects in Water

Oxygen - demandin g 
substances

Mostly organic 
materials, particu
larly human feces

Consume dissolved 
oxygen

Refractory
organics

Industrial wastes, 
household products

Toxic to aquatic 
life

Viruses Human wastes Cause disease 
(possibly cancer); 
major deterrent to 
sewage recycle 
through water 
systems

Detergents Household detergents Esthetics; toxic to 
aquatic life

Phosphates Detergents Algal nutrients

Grease and oil Cooking, food pro
cessing, and 
industrial wastes

Esthetics; harmful 
to some aquatic life

Salts Human wastes, water 
softeners, 
industrial wastes

Increase water 
salinity

Heavy metals Industrial wastes,
chemical
laboratories

Toxicity

Chelating agents Some detergents, 
industrial wastes

Heavy metal ion 
transport

Solids All sources Esthetics; harmful 
to aquatic life
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In the arid Tucson urban area, with water in short supply, 

effluent presents a very attractive resource. In addition, as it cur

rently exists, secondarily treated sewage effluent is recharging ground- 

water aquifers in the northern portion of the Tucson basin. In each of 

these cases, the pollution potential of urban sewage must be evaluated 

if there is to be effective pollution management in the Tucson area.

2.2.2 Discussion

There are a variety of factors influencing the potential of 

wastewater effluent for causing detrimental impacts on area water 

supplies. The reuse of effluent in the Tucson area is currently con

fined to the irrigation of some area cotton crops and a large city park, 

as well as the use of sewage sludge as a soil amendment for landscaped 

city facilities. There.have been no reports of definite pollution 

problems from these uses (Cortaro-Marana Irrigation District and Tucson 

City Parks Department). There is strong indication that crop irrigation 

with effluent has affected groundwater supplies (Wilson, Martin, and 

Lonergah, 1977), but there have been few efforts and no successes in the 

proving of adverse pollution i up acts from effluent reuse in the Tucson 

area. A monitoring and water quality analysis program done for wells in 

the effluent recharge plume, as currently defined by sampling programs 

at the University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center, does not 

have the ability to accurately define the inpacts of effluent recharge. 

Deficiencies occur in the areas of: effluent constituent analysis,

effluent chemical attenuation due to external and internal physical and
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chemical reactions (see Section 2.4), and movement and extent of 

effluent impacted subsurface waters.

Several factors which directly influence the composition of 

Tucson municipal wastewater and increase the pollution potential of 

effluent reuse include the use by all but six area industries of the 

central city sewage system for waste discharge. These industrial users 

discharge large quantities of oils, greases, detergents, and the other 

chemicals listed in Table 2.1. In addition, many area manholes are used 

for the unlawful discharge of the toxic material from local waste dis

posal firms handling everything from septic tank sludge to unknown 

industrial chemicals.

Existing Pollutant Management. The Arizona Department of Health 

Services has the responsibility of managing municipal industrial waste- 

water treatment and reuse (Appendix A). There is currently a program by 

the City of Tucson to control industrial effluent discharges to the 

sewers. This is not easily enforced and is subject to multiple viola

tions (Tucson Department of Water and Sewers).

2.3 Urban Stormwater Runoff

2.3.1 General Description

Urban runoff is generated by a particular storm event.*s rainfall 

intensity exceeding the receiving urban land surface's infiltration 

capacity. In an arid region, this happens regularly. Very often the
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rainfall events are of such heavy local intensity (seasonal convective 

storms) that they overwhelm existing soil infiltration rates. When one 

adds to this the inevitable tendency for urbanization to produce imper

meable surfaces which greatly increase area runoff, there is created a 

situation where large amounts of runoff water will be generated in 

localized areas. This condition is we11-illustrated in the Tucson area. 

Heavy seasonal rains often flood area streets (there are few closed 

street drainage systems) and traffic is often severely interrupted, even 

to the point where vehicles are upturned and the occupants drowned.

After collecting in area watercourses (ditches, arroyos, river 

beds), the urban runoff either leaves the area, evaporates, or infil

trates into the subsurface aquifers under the watercourses. Since the 

current primary groundwater recharge areas for the Tucson basin are the 

major area watercourses (Burkham, 1970), the urban runoff eventually 

recharges area subsurface water supplies. If this is the eventual fate 

of the urban runoff currently being generated from the Tucson area, 

there should be a detailed examination of the urban runoff hydrologic 

cycle to determine what effect this water will have. There is a general 

belief that urban runoff is highly polluted with a wide variety of 

potentially toxic substances which it washes from every exposed surface 

(streets, buildings, air-borne particles) in the city. If this is true, 

there should be a determination of the pollution potential of this urban

wash water.
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2.3.2 Analysis Methodology

The technical analysis of urban stormwater runoff consisted of 

the following steps:

1. Define area watersheds.

2. Determine land uses in each watershed.

3. Determine the amount of rainfall runoff in each watershed.

4. Develop water quality loading factors to allow a correlation 

between land use, rainfall runoff, and subsequent area urban 

runoff water quality.

The Tucson urban area is a gently sloping basin dissected by 

several large river beds and containing numerous small watersheds. To 

define these watersheds, existing maps from the U.S. Geological Survey 

were reviewed as were area drainage maps done by the Tucson Water and 

Sewer Department. Tucson relies heavily on open surface drainage of 

stormwater runoff rather than closed storm sewers, and area streets and 

other artificial drainage pathways alter natural flow paths. All such 

artificial as well as natural drainage basins were mapped.

Land uses were obtained from the Tucson and Pima County Planning 

Departments. They were classified by a methodology Imping 23 land use 

descriptions into 12 watershed surface descriptions (see Table 2.2).

The amount of rainfall washing the Tucson basin was calculated. 

Such information is vital to the assessment of the pollutant movement 

capability of area runoff. The analysis methodology is presented in 

Appendix B.



Table 2.2 Average Annual Runoff (Acre-Feet) Generated within the Entire Urban
Area, Pima County, Arizona.

Land Use Category
Watershed
Category

Surface Area*
Sum of Each 
Watershed 
Category 
(sq. mi.)

!
Unit Area;Runoff 
(ac-ft/yr/sq. mi.)

Average
Annual
Runoff

(ac-ft/yr)Acres Sq. Mi.

Ranch house Suburban 10,505 16.5 16.5 60 | 990
Single and multiple i

family Urban 35,979 56.2 56.2 95! 5,340
Mobile home Suburb an-urban 5,157 8.1 8.1 75 ' 610
Commercial Commercial 4,947 7.7 ;
TCU (buildings and 1

associated materials)** Commercial 1,824 2.8 10.5 120 1,260
Miscellaneous i

institutions Institutional 3,437 5.4 !

Government structure Institutional 125 0.2 5.6 70: 390
Industrial Industrial .. . 2,642 4.1 4.1 115 i 470
Military and reservations Paved-desert 11,348 17.7 17.7 50 i 890
Airports Paved-suburban 1,452 2.2 i
Government —  non- |

s tructure Pave d-s ub urb an 597 0.9 3.1 80 ; 250
Streets Paved 18,951 29.6 29.6 130 ; 3,850
Resource extraction Bare 2,852 4.4 ;
Feedlots, pens Bare 908 1.5 5.9 20 I 120
Horticulture Farming 19,874 31.1 31.1 3 i 90
Parks, cemeteries Grassy 7,510 11.7 11.7 8 ! 100
Non-horticulture Desert 228 0.3 1
Natural areas Desert 2,921 4.6 1

Vacant Desert 281,220 439.4 1
Industrial vacant Desert 2,446 3.8 448.1 15 6,720
Drainage Stream channel 14,287 22.3 22.3 °l 0
TOTALS (Rounded) 429,000 670 670 1

i 21,000
*As supplied by the City of Tucson, not rounded.
**TCU = transportation, communications, and utilities
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The development of water quality loading factors for 12 water

shed land uses was the most difficult task. There are many variables 

involved in such a determination. They include:

—  Rain, surface runoff, or subsurface water must contact the 

pollutant.

—  The pollutant must be transportable and not particularly subject 

to sorption.

—  The pollutant must move through the system without structural 

alteration by the water, land, air, or sunlight that it 

encounters and still maintain its adverse characteristics.

In developing the water quality loading factors, all the above 

points must be considered. In addition, there must be included an 

indication of quantity to fully ascertain the problem.

Existing water quality data were available from a study under

taken by the University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center. In 

their study, the WRRC had examined the runoff water quality from three 

representative urban watersheds and one natural desert control water

shed. These data and analysis are found in Dharmadhikari (1970). Other 

urban runoff water quality data were obtained from a study in Tulsa, 

Oklahoma (AVCO Economic Systems Corp., 1970). Both data sources were 

reviewed to relate urban watershed land uses to runoff water quality. 

These relationships were then compared to both area land use maps and 

aerial photographs of Tucson urban watersheds to develop the land 

use/water quality relationships.



The analytical process was a combination of extrapolation from 

other similar watershed runoff data and empirical local on-site data. 

Actual water quality samples from the three representative Tucson urban 

watersheds were compared to data from other urban watersheds. Aerial 

photo review disclosed land uses and other influences on water quality. 

Simple equations were developed for the percentage contributions from 

various land uses within watersheds and these were balanced to yield the 

final percentages of contributions from each land use type to the water 

quality (pollutants) in specific samples. Allowances were made for land 

uses which contributed large quantities of. sediment (open vacant) or 

other pollutants (nitrates from agriculturally dominated areas).

The accuracy of any runoff water quality analysis is a highly 

variable factor and deserves some explanation. The movement of pollu

tants is subject to such a wide variety of forces, as listed previously, 

that purely analytical studies are almost meaningless. Empirical data 

are essential but even with excellent field research the actual runoff 

quantity and quality generating capacity of a specific land use can only 

be a relative value, useful in planning such effects as gross water 

quantity and sediment transporting capacity. A good example of a highly 

variable yet extremely inportant urban runoff pollutant is that of 

bacterial content. While there have been estimates made of the pathogen 

contributions from various land uses, and while there are certainly 

differences in bacteria contributions from open desert to pet-laden 

suburbs, the ability of bacteria to multiply or perish in high numbers
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due to small environmental changes makes most estimates only guesses.

For that reason, bacteria have not been analyzed in this thesis.

The data generated by this study and others should, therefore, 

be used only as indicators of high or low pollutant generators. Actual 

runoff intended for reuse should be analyzed as needed according to its 

intended use. If holding ponds are developed, analysis of that water 

would be the best approach. As mentioned previously, these data will 

give a general idea of volume, sediment load, and basic quality. Other 

data should be obtained in situ.

The choice of a specific pollutant loading factor was greatly 

influenced by the highly variable nature of urban runoff water quantity 

and quality. The use of a milligram per liter (mg/1) factor would have 

been almost meaningless due to the fact that low flows would quite 

possibly have high mg/1 values while high flows would dilute the pollu

tants to low mg/1 figures. It was decided that the best factor would be 

in unit mass per unit surface area (lbs/acre). This factor would give 

the proper relationships between land uses and be compatible with 

loading factors for agricultural and other land use related pollutants.

The analysis of present water quality management policies was 

done through a comprehensive review of all actions undertaken by the 

Tucson and Pima County governments to control waste deposition in urban 

runoff flow paths.
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2.3.3 Results

Figure 2.1 illustrates the watersheds in the Tucson urban area. 

These are "custom-formed" to represent alteration by human land uses 

(streets, drainage ditches, etc.).

The various land uses, watershed characteristics, and average 

annual runoff are given in Table 2.2. The land use categories come from 

the central land use inventory used by the Tucson City Planning Depart

ment. Watersheds classification and runoff were calculated by on-site 

inspection, previous data, and standard hydrological analysis methods. 

The average annual rainfall in Tucson is approximately eleven inches, 

and was used in the calculations. A range of runoff projections was 

done from 6 to 24 inches of annual rainfall.

Table 2.3 illustrates the unit loading factors for each 

analyzed pollutant. These figures are in pounds/acre/year, and repre

sent the available quantities of each pollutant which would be washed 

from the particular land use in an average storm year (for more detail 

see Section 2.3.2). The variability is, as previously stated, very 

high, but the relative interrelationships between the runoff pollutant 

loading factors and actual available material remain valid.

The lettering and numbering of the urban watersheds (Figure 2.1) 

was done to accommodate groups of watershed types (i.e., similar 

drainage pitches and watercourse discharge points) and follows no pre

vious methodology. Due to the wide variety of land uses within the 

basin, four specific watershed types (K, L, M, N) were chosen to repre

sent the pure urban area, defined as single and multiple family housing
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Table 2.3 Unit Loading Factors for Urban Runoff Pollutants in Tucson 

Region (Lbs/Ac/Yr).

Pollutant*

Watershed Category Acres TDS SS ' COD N03

Suburban 1 40.00 400.00 130.00 1.30

Urban 1 20.00 200.00 240.00 2.60

Industrial commercial 1 180.00 980.00 240.00 2.20

Paved subdivisions 1 100.00 1000.00 145.00 .60

Streets 1 200.00 1500.00 450.00 .50

Natural deserts 1 80.00 900.00 300.00 .40

Drainage 1 300.00 2500.00 600.00 . .65

*TDS = total dissolved solids; SS = suspended solids; COD = chemical 
oxygen demand; and NO^ = nitrate.
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with a density of at least one house/acre on fairly level terrain. The 

other watershed areas (see listing. Table 2.2) contain large areas of 

vacant land and steep mountain-front slopes which would greatly bias or 

alter water runoff quantity and quality.

Appendix C contains the computer readout data for the chosen 

primary urban watersheds (K, L, M, N). Appendix D contains the rankings 

of all the urban watersheds by total dissolved solids (TDS), suspended 

solids (S.S.), chemical oxygen demand (COD), and nitrate (NO^).

Appendix E contains a bar graph ranking system for all the urban water

sheds to ease comparison. The methodology for defining the four ranking 

points involved determining the standard deviation and going two stan

dard deviations from the mean in each direction. A brief look at the 

watersheds outside the urban area quickly illustrates the variation 

between the rural, vacant land (H, I) and the urbanized area (N). Some 

areas (L) appear quite low in TDS and high in COD or NO^. This could be 

a function of agricultural or other crop/animal related activity.

Table 2.4 is the total pollution loading from the primary 

urbanized watersheds in the Tucson urban area. These amounts, in 

tons/year, again represent long-term averages and could vary consider

ably with rainfall.

Present Management Policies. There is no concerned effort to 

control pollution in Tucson's urban stormwater runoff. Some area pollu

tion management is inadvertently accomplished by the current city and 

county policies of trash removal from arroyos if on public property or a
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Table 2.4 Total Pollutant Loadings for Urban 

Watersheds Prefix K, L, M, and N 
(Tons/Year).

Acreage TDS S.S. COD n °3 P04

62,809 3,220 27,273 9,109 50 4

health nuisance (City of Tucson Department of Operations). The city and 

county also have a street sweeping program which removes litter from 

area streets and thereby reduces runoff contamination. Unfortunately, 

there are currently no laws preventing private landowners from allowing 

the dumping of trash on their property. This activity can be seen in 

many locations along the major river beds in the Tucson area.

2.3.4 Discussion

The quality of urban stormwater runoff is often more polluted 

than municipal wastewater effluent (Dharmadhikari, 1970; AVCO, 1970; 

Popkin, 1973). In the Tucson area, the pollutants collected and moved 

through the hydrologic cycle amount to many thousands of tons annually 

(Table 2.4). The water quality of Tucson’s urban runoff is definitely 

low. At this time, however, there is no primary reuse of urban runoff. 

It is not collected for plant irrigation or human use. It does not 

directly inpact surface waters (streams, lakes, etc.). It is allowed to 

flow through the area and either infiltrate into the underlying ground- 

water, evaporate, or leave the area.
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The large volume (average 21,000 acre-feet/year for Tucson urban 

area) of area urban runoff makes it a major water resources which should 

be managed if economically and environmentally feasible. If it is 

managed, pollution will become very important. The control of urban 

runoff pollution will necessitate a determination of the actual fates of 

the water pollutants. There is little known of attenuation rates of 

runoff pollutants. Sediment movement is fairly straightforward but 

there is a wide variety of chemicals which have had no analysis. In 

this study, there was no investigation of the more exotic pollutants 

such as organic hydrocarbons from auto emissions and the presence of 

insecticides and herbicides. Long chain polynucleated hydrocarbons are 

often toxic, quite soluble, and very resistant to degradation. It is a 

fair assumption that any urban runoff contains these chemicals and their 

concentrations will increase with urbanization.

There can be presented a convincing argument for the position 

that the present urban runoff treatment method is quite satisfactory. 

There is no evidence of adverse impacts from runoff infiltration into 

groundwater supplies. In addition, there is currently a great deal of 

interest in the use of land treatment for wastewater effluent (Popkin, 

1973; Sartor and Boyd, 1972; USAGE, 1978a). It has been shown to be up 

to 99 percent effective in removing some contaminants (Popkin, 1973). 

There is definitely a possibility that Tucson area arroyos are acting 

like linear land treatment facilities, cleaning urban runoff in the 

most cost-effective manner.
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A counter-argument against uncontrolled urban runoff pollutant 

deposition can be presented which notes that there is no evidence 

either identifying or not identifying urban runoff pollutants in ground- 

water. It could go either way. In addition, the rate of pollutant 

loading into relatively small areas (runoff watercourses) tends to 

strongly concentrate pollutants in these areas. As previously men

tioned, these watercourses are the primary groundwater recharge areas in 

Tucson. While the city of Tucson is not heavily industrialized, the 

long-term accumulation of pollutants and possible groundwater contamina

tion should be of concern.

2.4 Landfill Leachate

2.4.1 General Description

Landfill leachate is generated by the saturation and subsequent 

draining of a landfill by water. During the saturation process, the 

water comes into contact with the multitudinous variety of materials 

(garbage, trash, commercial and industrial liquid and solid waste) in 

the average landfill. Many of the chemicals in landfills are soluble or 

transportable in water, and as the water drains from the landfill it 

carries these chemicals with it. Table 2.5 illustrates the wide variety 

of material found in some landfill leachate. This variety is a function 

of many variables, including:

—  Physical and chemical nature of landfill material.

—  Volume and flow rate of entering and draining water supplies.
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Table 2.5 Representative Changes in Chemical Characteristics of Leachate

with Time.

Constituent

PH
COD, mg/1 
BOD5, mg/1 
TOC, mg/1
Total solids, mg/1
Total volatile solids, mg/1
Total suspended solids, mg/1
Volatile suspended solids, mg/1
Total alkalinity, mg/1 CaC03
Total acidity, mg/1 CaC03
Total hardness, mg/1 CaC03
Total volatile acids, mg/1 CH3COCH
Total organic nitrogen, mg/1 N
Ammonia nitrogen, mg/1 N
Nitrate nitrogen, mg/1 NO3
Total phosphorus, mg/1 PO4
Sulfate, mg/1 SO4
Chloride, mg/1
Calcium, mg/1
Magnesium, mg/1
Sodium, mg/1
Potassium, mg/1
Iron, mg/1
ORP, mv
Conductivity, ymoh/cm

Pohland* Los Angeles*Engelbrecht and Amirhor* -------:----------------------------------------- --- ------------------ --- Mission
Single Pass Lysimeter _______ Single Pass Lysimeter_____  ' ______Recycle Lysimeter________  Canyon Landfill

48 Days 90 Days* ** 550 Days Initial 228 Days** 1063 Days Initial 140 Days** 1063 Days Initial 1101 Days

5.63 5.25 5.4 5.2 5.1 5.8 5.05 ! 5.3 6.8 5.75 7.4
49,300 65,200 28,400 4,320 18,100 4,175 4,280 i 10,500 79 76,800 3,042

2,500 13,400 1,937 2,750 ! 10,100 39 10,900 908
17,900 20,100 9,500 1,230 5,000 1,920 2,130 i 1,952 420 -
33,989 42,137 18,600 2,442 12,500 - 2,349 ! 6,106 — .45,072 13,629
18,403 22,619 8,680 - - - - — - -

125 85 36 93 385 17 172 220
45 76 25 22.5 188 16 - -
558 2,480 760 302 1,670 417 - -

_ 690 3,460 1,290 554 i 1,700 110 - -
450 5,555 1,542 370 1 2,296 239 22,800 8,930

16,190 21,000 11,700 874 9,300 2,135 3,605 5,025 733 —
_ 56 107 14 20 ! 7 1.5

56 117 2 70 ! 135 0.5 0 270
13.3 ; 0 0.16 6.2 ; 0 0.16 - —
26 1.3 2 22 0.39 0.4 0.72 1.95
84 0 0 102 ! 0 - 1,190 19

322 ' 180 30 210 | 210 30 660 2,355
3,500 3,900 850 125 1,250 112 60 | 600 70 7,200 216
620 610 170 26 260 20 16.5 70 12.5 15,600 8,714

63.8 160 15 61.5 : 84 16.5 767 1,160mm _ - 68 440
_ 9 185 438 4.4 1 150 5 2,820 4.75

-60 -40 - - - - - ! - - -
13,700 16,800 - — - - - I - 9,860 8,677

*Cited in Pohland and Engelbrecht (1976).
**Period of maximum concentrations of COD, BODg, and volatile acids.



—  Physical and chemical properties of environment surrounding

landfill.

A very important aspect of pollutant movement is the effect of 

the environment surrounding the landfill on the retardation or enhance

ment of pollutant migration. Some soils such as clays which have high 

sorption and cation exchange capacities tend to hold many pollutants in 

the soil's chemical and charge matrix, in addition" to causing mechanical 

filtration due to reduced pore sizes in clays. There is a wide variety 

of leachate attenuating forces. RunnelIs (1976) lists the following: 

dilution, pH buffering, precipitation, oxidation/reduction, mechanical 

filtration, volatilization, biological assimilation or degradation, 

radioactive decay, membrane filtration, and sorption. Fuller (1977) 

describes soil attenuating in detail. Some examples are shown in 

Table 2.5 (Pohland and Engelbrecht, 1976).

For a complete review of existing knowledge on landfill leachate, 

see Robinett and Wilson (1977).

In the arid urban area there is a seemingly insignificant prob

lem in the proper disposal of waste material so as not to cause water to 

saturate the waste landfill. The primary method for controlling leachate 

is to prevent water from entering or leaving the landfill. This is a 

very easy task in an area with little or no surface water and only 

eleven inches of rain per year. In truth, the only possible dangerous 

location in such an area would be in or near the area watercourses.

Though often dry, these drainage channels do flow after almost all good
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rains, and occasionally flood. In addition, there is often a mound of 

groundwater standing under the main arroyos.

Previous Tucson area residents were somewhat ignorant of the 

mysteries of the hydrologic cycle and-the myriad of chemicals, other 

than water, which could move through it. Tucson area arroyos are good 

locations for sand and gravel pits, and after the sand and gravel have 

been removed, there remains a convenient dunp hole. The majority of 

Tucson area landfills began as abandoned sand and gravel pits along the 

Santa Cruz and Rillito River beds. Currently there are 23 active or 

abandoned pits along these rivers (Appendix F). When the rivers flow 

heavily, water has been known to enter and completely fill existing 

active dumps. If this is occurring with sufficient regularity to cause 

landfill leachate, there is a possibility of groundwater supplies being 

polluted downgradient from the leaching landfills.

2.4.2 Analysis Methodology

The definition of the possible role of landfill leachate as a 

pollutant in Tucson area water supplies included the following steps:

1. Locate all area landfills.

2. Map and review water quality data from wells near area landfills.

3. Determine the ability of area landfills to produce leachate.

All area government and private solid waste management agencies 

were contacted and interviewed. Data collected included:

—  Location of disposal site (exact legal description if available).

—  Type of operation (open, sanitary, wildcat, other).



—  Dimensions of site (area, depth).

—  History of disposal (age, useful life, disposal rates).

—  Service area.

—  Classification of materials in site (by type or percent if 

possible).

—  Known well locations near site.

The locations of area landfills were then mapped with relation 

to the area watercourses and 100-year floodplains. In addition, a well 

map was compiled for all wells located near landfills. All available 

water quality data were obtained for these wells.

The determination of the leaching potential for area landfills 

was accomplished by evaluating the hydrogeology of the landfill loca

tions . Primary concern centered around the availability of water flows 

into the landfill from either surface or subsurface sources. In addi

tion, subsurface soil transmissivity was reviewed as well as the general 

composition of the soils (clay, silt, sand). The many sources of these 

data included the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; City of Tucson Planning 

Department;.Pima County Highway Department; City of Tucson Water and 

Sewer Department; University of Arizona Departments of Soils, Water and 

Engineering, Hydrology and Water Resources, and the Water Resources 

Research Center; and the U.S. Geological Survey.

The present management of area landfills to control leachate 

generation was determined by interviews of the City of Tucson Operations 

Department and Pima County Sanitation Department.
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2.4.3 Results

Technical Analysis. The locations of all residuals disposal 

sites within the Tucson urban area are illustrated in Figure 2.2. As 

can be seen from the urban area map, almost all the Tucson area land

fills are located near existing major watercourses. The landfills 

located within the 100-year floodplain are mapped in Figures 2.2, 2.3, 

and 2.4 and listed in Appendix F. An analysis of the leachate producing 

potential, which considered the hydrologic and geologic locations of 

each landfill, has produced a ranking of landfills ranging from very 

safe to very hazardous locations (Table 2.6). The actual leachate 

analyses from one area landfill are in Table 2.7. These analyses repre

sent the only instance of obvious well water contamination by leachate.

In analyzing these data, the following points should be 

considered:

—  Most landfill leachate moves very slowly in comparison to sur

face flows, often in the neighborhood of several feet/day or 

less. During specific flood events, however, this figure may be 

increased several orders of magnitude (Wilson, 1977).

—  The movement of leachate, pollutants through soil has not been 

studied extensively. There is enough known to predict a high 

degree of attenuation (filtering) of many pollutants which slows 

their movement relative to the water transporting them.

—  The underground geology of the Tucson area river beds is' 

extremely complex and unpredictable with Intermixing of 

permeable silt-sand-gravel layers and relatively impermeable
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Figure 2.2 Landfills Located in the Floodplain of the Rillito River and Pantano Wash. -- From
Robinett and Wilson (1977). w
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Figure 2.3 Landfills Located in the 100-Year Floodplain of the Santa Cruz River. -- From Robinett 
and Wilson (1977). The Ina Road, Cortaro, Ruthrauff Road, and Marana landfills are 
also located in the 100-year floodplain of the Santa Cruz River but are not shown here 
(see Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4 Landfills Located in the 100-Year Floodplain of the Santa
Cruz River (Cortaro, Ina Road, and Ruthrauff Road). —  From 
Robinett and Wilson (1977).
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Table 2.6 Disposal Sites by Category.

A = Good possibility of groundwater pollution in near future (in 100 
year floodplain, permeable substrate):

Cottonwood ' Ryland " El Camino del Cerro
"A" Mountain Jail Annex Ina Road
29th Street Congress Cortaro Road

B = Possibility for pollution in the foreseeable future. There is 
probably no danger of immediate pollution, but no barrier to 
leachate movement in the unsaturated zone exists:

Prudence Road
Speedway
Nearmont
Mission
Linda
Dragoon

State Pit 
Cactus 
Walnut 
Columbus 
St. Mary's

Irvington (wildcat dump) 
Riverside (wildcat dump) 
Grant Road (wildcat dump) 
Max an a
University of Arizona dump

/



Table 2.7 Some Chemical Characteristics of the Ruthrauff 
Road Landfill Leachate, October 1, 1976.* —  
From a monitor well located adjacent to the 
landfill.

Element
Sample A 

(ppm)
Sample B 

(ppm)

Cd Trace (.02 ppm) Trace (.02 ppm)

Ni Trace (.08 ppm) Trace (.08 ppm)

Fe 7.9 8.4

Cr .1 .1

Cu .2 .2

2n .3 .2

Pb .5 .5

Mi 34 32

Mg 85 85

Ca 730 730

Na 193 193

K 41 40

PH 6.2 6.2

EC-mmhos/cm 1,900 1,900

Salts 1,216 1,216

♦From Wilson et al. (1977)



clay lenses. Water can move in many directions at a wide 

variety of speeds.

Present Management Policies. Within the past year (1977-1978), 

the management of residuals wastes by the City of Tucson and Pima County 

has taken the following steps to control the pollution potential from 

area landfills:

—  Recognition of the problems involved in landfill location and 

design as they inpact water quality.

Coordination with Arizona Department of Health Services and 

Pima County Health Department to manage residuals effectively.

—  Relocation of at least one potential landfill site to prevent 

water pollution problems.

—  Development of area residuals waste guidelines to assure con

tinuing good management.

—  Funding of a landfill monitoring program to assess the leachate 

production from two area landfills.

2.4.4 Discussion

The pollution potential from Tucson urban area landfills can be 

directly linked to the availability of water to leach chemicals out of 

the landfills. The strongest evidence of landfill leaching comes from 

Ruthrauff Road landfill (Table 2.7). This landfill was completely 

filled with water after the October 1977 flood of the Santa Cruz River. 

Previous large flows in the Santa Cruz have produced marked water level 

increases in monitor wells near the landfill. The subsurface soils are
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generally very permeable, representative of both the Rillito and Santa 

Cruz river bed material. All available evidence indicates a strong 

pollution potential.

A counter-argument for reducing the pollution potential of the 

Tucson area landfills centers around the general lack of both water for 

leaching and knowledge of leachate movement and attenuation. The flow 

in the Santa Cruz River which filled Ruthrauff Road landfill was a 50- 

year flood. There had been no other such floods since records were 

begun in 1915. The Santa Cruz River is often completely dry, as is the 

Rillito River. The effect of a pronounced wet/dry cycle on leachate 

attenutation is unknown. Lastly, there is no record of water supply 

wells contaminated by leachate in the Tucson area.

Current landfill management techniques will remove future land

fills from 100-year floodplains. The proposed monitoring program will 

identify leachate production and quality. All arguments considered, 

there is a very strong pollution potential in landfill leachate which is 

being adequately addressed.

2.5 On-Site Waste Disposal [Septic Tanks)

2.5.1 General Description

The most common instances of septic tank-related water pollution 

involve surface or subsurface movement of primarily treated septic 

effluent into resident or neighboring water supplies. This condition 

most often occurs in humid areas which have ample rain, very shallow 

groundwater tables, and/or impermeable/saturated soils. The basic
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problem is too much water in the problem area's hydrologic system. The 

infiltration site-and the evaporation rate of the humid area soils are 

overwhelmed before the effluent is added and the effluent travels 

through unaltered. This is a standard condition in the majority of 

water quality problems with septic tanks.

In an arid area like Tucson, there are many environmental fac

tors which aid septic tank operation. They include the high rate of 

surface water evaporation, the generally very dry and permeable soils, 

and the intense regular sunshine. There are, however, recorded 

instances of well pollution and septic tank failures in some areas of 

Tucson. If septic tanks are failing and if the current trends for on

site treatment and water reuse continue, there exists in the near future 

a danger of increased septic-system related pollution problems.

2.5.2 Analysis Methodology

The technical assessment of the water pollution potential from 

on-site waste disposal (septic systems) included the following steps:

1. Map area septic system locations.

2. Determine the septic effluent composition and discharge rates.

3. Identify and analyze past and present septic system failures in

Tucson area.

All available records from the City of Tucson and Pima County 

Water and Sewer Management organizations were reviewed. Primary sources 

included the existing sewer hook-up listings by sewer drainage basin



(not surface water drainage). The computational problems involved in 

integrating these two drainage basin systems has presented accurate 

correlation to date.

The data available lists areas by a percentage of the population 

which is non-sewered. All calculations hinge on this assumption which 

allows an averaging of unit pollutant concentration per unit surface 

area. While this technique is somewhat impractical from the standpoint 

that septic pollution is often extremely localized, it does allow fairly 

accurate assessment of the general pollutant load/drainage basin in 

urban runoff calculations as well as setting loading rates for 

particular land uses such as housing types and densities. The specific 

average loadings for household domestic septic system effluent are 

available from several locations, including widely accepted Environ

mental Protection Agency wastewater treatment engineering design hand

books. Specific data (Table 2.9, page 44) were obtained from analyses 

by TOUPS Corporation (1977) and Brown and Caldwell (1974) of domestic 

effluent concentrations.

All complaints received by the Pima County Public Health Depart

ment which dealt with septic systems were reviewed. Several septic 

system installation firms were interviewed. Information gathered 

included knowledge of system failures, average life of area systems, and 

unique system design features for Tucson area.

Marco Engineering, a local Tucson firm, performs many of the 

area percolation tests to locate and size septic systems. They supplied 

much information on area soil characteristics and problems.
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Data from current and past water quality research at The 

University of Arizona was reviewed.

2.5.3 Results

Table 2.8 indicates the number of non-sewered populations by 

wastewater drainage area within the urban area. Figure 2.5 illustrates 

the current non-sewered population densities.

Table 2.9 presents the unit loading factors for septic systems. 

The two most commonly used indicators of pollutants, nitrogen and 

phosphorus, were singled out as valid indicators of pollutant levels.

The loading rates of these chemicals in pounds/acre/day are presented in 

Table 2.10. Since there is a direct relationship between the concentra

tion of septic system users and the total loadings, Figure 2.5 also 

indicates the potential high pollutant concentration areas..

The following figures indicate the year and total number of com

plaints about surface septic system problems received by the Pima County 

Health Department: 1975, 72; 1976, 53; and 1977, 46.

Approximately 40 percent of all complaints proved to be not 

related to septic systems. Of the remainder, the range of problems 

included:

—  Open cesspools.

—  Overloaded septic tanks (not pumped regularly).

—  Broken septic tanks.

—  Leach field overloading (only a few cases).
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Table 2.8 Non-Sewered Population by Drainage Area (1975).

Sewage
Drainage
Areas

1975
Census

Population

Estimated
Sewered
Population

1975

Non-Sewered
Population
October
1975

Percent
Non-Sewered

Acreage
Total

A2 2,824 392 2,432 86.12 64,000
A4 7,092 3,558 3,534 49.83 40,013

B4 812 433 379 46.68 9,547
B5 7,230 5,787 1,443 19.96 2,732
B6 26,437 19,982 6.455 24.42 33,752
B7 30,950 23,683 7,267 23.48 20,539
B8 42,221 38,054 4,167 09.87 11,316

CO 9,121 3,365 5,756 63.11 52,000
Cl 499 49 450 90.18 12,988
C2 114,416 108,943 5,473 4.78 18,532
C3 13,781 12,454 1,327 9.63 8,937
C4* 89,185 76,972 12,213 13.69 72,860
C5 7,179 5,807 1,372 19.11 6,501
C6 68,685 62,153 6,532 09.51 32,013
C7 8,010 3,693 4,317 53.90 8,727

D1 1,920 3 1,917 99.84 8,900

♦Includes 4,866 at university dormitories.
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Table 2.9 Unit Constituent Loading Factors for 
Domestic Wastewaters. —  From TOUPS 
Corporation (1977).

Unit Loadings
Constituent pcd* mg/1**

SODj 0.17 240

Suspended solids 0.18 254

Ammonia as N 0.03 42

Phosphate as P 0.008 11

TDS increase*** 0.27 300

*pcd = pounds per capita per day.
♦♦Assumes an average per capita flow of 85 

gal/day.
♦♦♦Represents the increase in wastewater TD5 

over the water supply TDS.
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Table 2.10 Nitrogen and Phosphate Loading (Pounds/Acre/Day) by 

Drainage Area (1975).

•Non-Sewered
Populations __

Sewage Unsewered Total Nitrogen Nitrogen ^ 4
Drainage Population Output Loading [Ibs/acre/day
Areas per Acre (lbs/day)* (Ibs/acre/day) (ortho)]**

A2 0.038 72.96 1.14 X 10-3 3.04 x IQ-4

A4 0.088 106.34 2.66 X 10-3 7.04 x 10"4

B4 0.040 11.37 1.19 X 10-3 3.2 x 10-4

B5 0.528 43.29 1.58 X 10-2 4.22 x 10-3

B6 0.191 193.65 5.74 X IQ-3 1.53 x 10~3

B7 0.314 218.01 1.06 X 10-2 2.51 x 10-3

B8 0.368 125.01 1.10 X IQ"2 2.94 x 10-3

CO 0.111 172.68 3.32 X ID-3 8.9 x lO"4

Cl 0.035 13.50 1.04 X IQ-3 2.8 x 10"4

C2 0.295 164.19 8.86 X 10"3 2.36 x 10'3

C3 0.148 39.81 4.45 X IQ"3 1.18 x lO"3

C4* 0.534 366.39 1.60 X IQ"2 4.27 x lO-3

C5 0.211 41.16 6.33 X IQ-3 1.69 x lO-3

C6 0.204 195.96 6.12 X IQ-3 1.63 x 10"3

C7 0.495 129.51 1.48 X IQ-2 3.96 x lO"3

D1 0.215 57.51 6.46 X ID-5 1.72 x 10"3

*Using 0.03 Ibs^ per capita per day loading factor.
**Using 0.008 lbs P0^ per capita per day ortho loading factor.
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The primary problem in most cases was the lack of proper main

tenance of the system. In these cases, the remedial action was punping 

of the septic tank and covering of exposed cesspools. County records 

indicate these were quite satisfactory solutions.

In several cases, the septic tank was bypassed completely, and 

the sewer attached to the central wastewater treatment plant. This was 

a function of the proximity of a sewer hook-up.

The ability of the soils in the Tucson urban area to accept the 

effluent from septic tanks appears to be adequate in most cases. Marco 

Soil and Foundation Engineers perform percolation tests for many of the 

septic systems in the Tucson area. They have indicated (Marco Soil and 

Foundation Engineers, 1977) that the percolation properties of most area 

soils are satisfactory for proper septic system operation although there 

are wide variations in soil permeability over the entire basin. The 

main problem areas are placed where rock outcroppings limit vertical 

water movement or there are extremely impermeable underlying soils.

These areas occur most often in the foothill areas around Tucson, but 

can occur almost anywhere in the basin.

Calculation of total effluent volume indicates that approximately 

7,000 acre-feet of effluent per year (85 gcd in 1975) is treated by 

urban area septic systems. According to figures in a recent report on 

the Tucson area water budget (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Water 

Resources Study, Element 6: PAG-208 Work Plan), there is essentially

negligible recharge from this use. These figures are probably valid for 

a basin-wide viewpoint but there are undoubtedly localized areas where
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recharge of septic system effluent is occurring. This statement is 

supported by recent work done by the University of Arizona Water 

Resources Research Center (Wilson et al., 1977). Wells monitored in an 

area of Tucson located near, the northwest end of the basin (see No. 1 in 

Figure 2.5) indicate high concentrations of nitrates, 60-65 mg/1 

(drinking water standard = 45 mg/1). The subsurface geology in the area 

would allow effluent to flow horizontally and enter wells as cascading 

water.

A second area of septic tank failures is in the southwest area 

of the Tucson urban area (see No. 2 in Figure 2.5). Here, septic 

effluent has surfaced due to extremely impermeable subsurface material 

(caliche and granite). No water supplies have been polluted, but the 

area is not popular during prolonged rainy periods which cause numerous 

septic tank failures by oversaturated soils.

Present Management Policies. The current health management 

system being used by the City of Tucson and Pima County requires all 

septic tank installations to meet specific requirements for size, loca

tion, and construction. In addition, all existing systems are required 

to not cause surfacing waste effluent. This system appears to be quite 

effective in dealing with problems of design and surface waters.

The disposal of septic system solids pumped from septic tanks is 

currently accomplished by dumping of this material into a selected 

number of manholes in the Tucson central wastewater treatment facility.

- The alternative to this method is dumping into a sanitary landfill.



Currently, few waste disposal companies discharge to sanitary 

landfills. If, however, future enforcement activities control waste 

dumpers that discharge toxic, hazardous wastes to the central sewer, 

there may be an increase in wildcat dumping of both septic and chemical 

wastes.

2.5.4 Discussion

The pollution potential from septic systems in the Tucson urban 

area seems to be relatively low. There have been only a handful of com

plaints in the last three years that related directly to actual system 

failure. The arid climate of Tucson greatly aids septic system treat

ment. Conversations with several area septic tank installation firms 

have indicated that, even if a septic tank is not pumped out every five 

years, as recommended by Arizona Department of Health Services Engi

neering Bulletin #12, area tanks work effectively. This is undoubtedly 

due to the high evaporation rate in Tucson, coupled with adequate sub

surface drainage. In addition, the high intensity regular sunshine 

serves to both reduce surface bacteria and promote subsurface bacteria 

year-round. This would keep the health hazard/contact potential low as 

well as allow rapid degradation of the septic effluent in the soil.

There are several areas (see Figure 2.5) which have relatively 

high concentrations of septic systems. The actual pollution hazard from 

septic system runoff in the Tucson area is low, however. Surfacing 

effluent brings public outcry rapidly and the standard Pima County 

Health Department response time and cleanup is within several days of 

complaint receipt. In addition, the average urban runoff pollution
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concentrations for the area are as high or higher than domestic septic

X
effluent (Popkin, 1973; TOUPS Corporation, 1977).

The groundwater pollution potential of septic system effluent 

must be assessed on a case-by-case basis. As Indicated (Figure 2.5,

Nos. 1 and 2), there are areas within the Tucson urban area where sub

surface geology either retards effluent infiltration or allows lateral 

effluent movement into existing water wells. Available infiltration and 

geological data, if properly reviewed and interpreted, should prevent 

the placing of future septic tank installations in these unsuitable 

locations. The Arizona Department of Health Services (1976) "Guidelines 

for Installation of Septic-Tank Systems" addresses such design 

parameters.

The disposal of primarily human septic waste into the central 

wastewater treatment facility presents no great problem. Disposal in 

this manner is preferable to the landfilling of these wastes, which 

would compound solid waste handling and leachate problems. However, as 

was previously mentioned (Section 2.1), there must be some effective 

regulation to prevent hazardous wastes (oils, greases, industrial chemi

cals) from being disposed of in this manner.

The future management of septic systems, if it follows past 

trends, will effectively deal with the limited water pollution potential 

of these waste treatment techniques. The primary deficiency in the 

septic system management is the current regulations (Arizona Department 

of Health Services, 1976) prohibiting the reuse of "grey water" (bath 

water, dish water, etc. as opposed to "black water" from toilets). As
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water reuse increases, there will be an increasing need to use "grey 

water." There needs to be recognition and guidelines for such alterna

tive effluent uses.

2.6 Construction Activities

2.6.1 General Description 1
Construction activity refers to the spatial placement, surface 

composition, and actual construction of new man-made structures. Con

struction disrupts surface and subsurface water flow paths, increases 

runoff volume, disrupts soil integrity, and often adds chemicals to the 

environment. It is the first step in the creation of urban runoff. Any 

comprehensive water resource management program should consider guide

lines for construction activities which address runoff and pollutant 

management.

2.6.2 Analysis Methodology

The technical analysis of the water pollution potential from 

construction activities included the following steps:

1. Locate and map existing construction sites.

2. Inspect and analyze construction sites for impacts to area

watercourses. . .

3. Review urban runoff data for possible impacts of construction.

All available data from the City of Tucson and Pima County 

building code offices were reviewed as well as the Southern Arizona Home 

Builders Association records.
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The current primary building sites were located and mapped.

Each site was then inspected. In this site review, the actual erosion 

and area erosion potential were evaluated. Soils, vegetation, slope, 

and the area surface alterations (roads, lawns, drains, etc.) were . 

examined. In addition, the locations of construction litter and other 

related materials were determined. All area runoff management struc

tures and techniques were examined.

To put construction and its related impacts into an area-wide 

perspective, the locations (watersheds) containing the construction sites 

were determined and compared through the use of the urban runoff data 

(Appendices C-F).

All Tucson and Pima County construction regulations which relate 

to the management of area water quantity and quality were reviewed.

2.6.3 Results

During 1977, there were 7,248 building permits issued by the 

City of Tucson. Of these permits, 1,197 were for single homes or apart

ments . The majority of these dwellings were clustered in subdivisions 

and located primarily in the foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains, 

north of Tucson (see Figure 2.6). These foothills are geologically 

unstable alluvium deposited by outwashes from the many mountain canyons. 

They are very erosive and there is a great deal of sediment movement 

(see ratings of foothill watersheds, Figure 2.1; in suspended solids 

table. Appendix F).

On-site inspection of construction areas during rainfall events 

indicated a very high natural sediment load. All area arroyos had heavy
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sediment bed loads. In addition, water flows were greatly altered 

because foothill area streets serve as drainage ways and collect and 

funnel runoff into the larger arroyos. The many steep slopes in the 

foothills serve to increase runoff velocity and volume. Little movement 

x * of debris or chemicals was observed.

Present Management Policies. The current legal control on con

struction activity impact on water resources is in the form of a drainage 

study which is required of subdivision developers by the Tucson City 

Engineer's Office. In this study, the developer must analyze all 100- 

year storm flows within his boundaries and account for the adequate 

sizing of ditches and conduits to avoid excessive flood damage. If 

litigation is required, there is a case-by-case review of the problem's 

characteristics and a "reasonable" judgment declared.

The current management deficiencies include no comprehensive 

water resource oriented management program to control runoff volume or 

water quality.

2.6.4 Discussion

The water pollution potential of construction activities can be 

evaluated in several ways. If the main consideration of pollution poten

tial is for the primary impacts of construction activities on area water 

quality, the potential is low. Soil erosion in the foothills surrounding 

Tucson is naturally very high. Construction activity does increase 

localized erosion but the overall picture is m e  of soil movement from 

the mountains to the valley and man's activities are not of great
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If, however, one wishes to evaluate the long-range impacts of 

construction activities, there is a different emphasis. In the long

term management of area water resources, construction activity is the 

process which provides sealed surfaces and decreases the infiltration of 

rain water to almost zero over all construction surface areas. Flows in 

arroyos are increased and man-made flow paths cause increased stream 

velocities and the subsequent sediment carrying capacities. As pre

viously mentioned, construction is the first step in urban runoff crea

tion and its strong impact on water quality.

Again, if there is to be a comprehensive water quality and 

quantity management program in the water-short Tucson urban area, con

struction activities must be managed to the ends determined by far

sighted urban planners and managers. These ends should include storm 

water runoff control and water quality protection.

importance. In addition, construction related litter and chemicals are

essentially insignificant.



CHAPTER 3

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The stated purpose of this thesis was to identify and analyze 

the actual and potential water pollution sources in the Tucson, Ariozna, 

urbanized area. The pollutant problems identified arise from the 

following five main pollutant sources.

1. Municipal wastewater effluent.

2. Urban storm water runoff.

3. Landfill leachate.

4. On-site waste disposal (septic tank) systems.

5. Construction activities.

Municipal wastewater effluent is the largest and most consis

tently generated pollution problem. It represents a discharge of some 

35 x 10^ gallons/day of secondarily treated effluent. The current uses 

of this water are limited to relatively small-scale lawn and crop irri

gation and uncontrolled groundwater recharge. The future uses are 

potentially great, probably tending toward total reuse. A large amount 

of local and federal funds have been and will be expended within the past 

and future years to manage this water. Other than temporary management 

agency confusion, the future effective management of this water and its 

pollutants appear to be assured. The most pressing problems facing 

future effluent management appear to be deciding on the most equitable
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and beneficial reuse techniques, monitoring and controlling unauthorized 

industrial discharges to the sewers, and controlling the deposition in 

the environment of toxic effluent constituents such as heavy metals.

Urban storm water runoff is the largest totally unmanaged water 

pollution source in the Tucson area. It represents a highly variable 

amount of extremely polluted water which is moving thousands of tons of 

pollutants from random, widespread dispersion over the land surface to 

very localized collection in area watercourses. Estimates of annual 

flow range from 6,000 to 30,000 acre-feet. In the median range, the 

flows average 18.6 x 10^ million gallons/day —  almost 50 percent of the 

municipal wastewater effluent discharge rate. This water flow occurs 

over a wide area (425,000 acres) but is often concentrated in a'few 

central watercourses. The water then either infiltrates, evaporates, or 

flows out of the area. The current uses of urban runoff are very few, 

aside from uncontrolled groundwater recharge. The future uses could be 

great if economically feasible and if planned for in an area-wide water 

resource management plan. Pollution management could already be 

occurring through the filtering of pollutants within the watercourse bed 

material (sand and clay); however, this is only speculation. Hie pri

mary urban runoff related problems which face area water managers in the 

future are mostly control of runoff quantity, not quality. If and when 

the reuse of urban runoff becomes a reality, pollutant management should 

be done on a case-by-case basis. Until that time, area water managers 

should investigate the pollution potential of the current uncontrolled 
system.
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Landfill leachate is perhaps the most toxic of all area water ^ 

pollution types. It has been documentably detected within the past few 

years from several Very large area landfills located along the primary 

river watercourse (Santa Cruz River) bisecting and draining the Tucson 

urban area. Given the fact that the large river beds are the primary 

groundwater recharge conduits for the Tucson area, allowing leachate to 

enter these conduits presents a great potential pollution problem. Past 

ignorance of the hydrologic system and leachate production led many 

early Tucson residents to dispose of their solid waste (garbage and 

trash) in old sand and gravel pits along the river beds. Current 

management techniques have evolved in response to more complete informa

tion on leachate problems. Now area landfills cannot be located within 

100-year floodplains or where any water supply may be adversely impacted. 

Future solid waste management techniques may even reuse and recycle this 

currently disregarded resource material. The primary problem with area 

landfill leachate management centers on the need for a comprehensive 

landfill monitoring program to determine the extent of existing leachate 

movement, and the development of a suitable management plan.

— ----waste disposal systems (septic tanks) are a fairly low-

level pollution problem within the Tucson urban area. While localized 

health and odor problems may arise, the majority of area septic systems • 

operate very effectively. The dry arid climate and extensive sunshine 

evaporate surface effluent and kill pathogenic organisms. The future of 

area septic system problems appears to focus on the continued and growing 

desire for area residents to recycle their own wastewater. The Arizona
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Department of Health Services, which effectively manages septic systems, 

should work toward development of standards for grey water systems and 

alternative on-site treatment systems (composting toilets, etc.).

Construction activities present a somewhat indirect yet extremely 

vital link in the generation and conveyance of water-borne pollutants 

within the study area. Construction activities themselves serve to dis

rupt Soil integrity and water flow paths. This allows increased soil 

erosion.

Secondly, most current construction designs and materials create 

highly impermeable surfaces which increase area runoff volumes by an 

average of 400-600 percent. Current water resource management problems 

arising from construction activities are, therefore, related to increased 

runoff volume and sediment load. The extent of actual management lies 

in controlling runoff-related damage through culvert sizing and loca

tion. A comprehensive area water resource management program would 

include construction activities in the whole urban runoff picture, 

developing on-site flow management regulations and allowing for whatever 

reuse/recharge options might be available. Construction activity, 

design, and material selection are the first steps in urban runoff 

generation and should be managed accordingly.

In.analyzing the pollution of an area's waters, one must look 

first to the potable water supply. In the case of Tucson, this supply 

is groundwater buried several hundred feet below the city. The length 

of time required for water to cycle through this subsurface reservoir is 

very long in comparison to Tucson's life span so far. Carbon-14 dating



of area groundwaters indicates some waters to be 12,000 years old or 

older (Wallick, 1973). The aging techniques may be off, but the time 

span is still great.

If we are to justify the costs of pollution treatment in the 

arid environment, we must show significant impacts on water used by 

humans, not water, moving slowly through the ground or running unused in 

an arroyo. This is perhaps a short-sighted viewpoint. It is, however, 

a majority public viewpoint. The future pollution controls in the 

Tucson area will probably center around effluent reuse and landfill 

siting. Perhaps there will be an increase in runoff management, but 

only through extensive education and mandate.

In short, the water pollution problems of the arid urban area 

are roughly proportional to the amount of water moving through the arid 

hydrologic cycle. Pollution requires a vehicle to become a recognized 

social problem. The lack of a rapidly moving vehicle (water) seems to 

reduce the problem. In fact, the problem may be greater in an arid 

environment than elsewhere. The dependence on groundwater focuses all 

use on existing supplies and the methods for increasing or maintaining 

them. If a vital link in the system, the groundwater recharge conduit, 

is polluted, it will distribute toxic and often extremely immobile 

(unremovable) material throughout the aquifer system for a very long 

time into the future.
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APPENDIX A

ARIZONA WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Department of Health Services (DHS) has jurisdiction over 

water in four areas: regulation of public and semi-public water supply;

regulation of wastewater treatment and wastewater treatment facilities; 

regulation of water supply and sewage facilities for a variety of uses; 

and supervision, regulation,.and enforcement of water pollution abate

ment measures.

A.l Water Supply

The Department is authorized by statute to "make and enforce 

regulations concerning plans or specifications for construction, 

improvement, alteration and operation of public water supplies" (ARS 

36-132 A. 12) and requires the Department to create water supply stan

dards and enforce the maintenance of those standards (ARS 36-136 G.5). 

These regulations are found in Article 2 of Chapter 8 of the Depart

ment's regulations, "Public or Semi-Public Water Supply Systems" 

(R9-8-201 through R9-8-255).

The drinking water quality standards adopted by the Department 

are "Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards —  1962." With one 

modification, all public or semi-public water supplies are required to 

meet those standards (R9-8-213). "Public water supply" means a water 

supply available to the public at large for domestic use, including (but
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not limited to) systems serving any community, subdivision, hospital, 

picnic ground, public building, etc. "Semi-public water supply" means a 

water supply available to a setment of the public for domestic use —  

i.e., systems serving hotels, motels, service stations, restaurants, and 

industrial plants.

These drinking water standards are being revised to be consis

tent with the National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations. The 

definition of public water supply system will be changed to match that 

defined in the federal regulations. The semi-public water supply system 

definition will remain essentially the same.

Plans must be submitted and approved by the Department before 

construction of a water supply system can be started (R9-8-224), and a 

final inspection must be made and approval to operate given by the 

Department before operations can begin (R9-8-233).

Once in operation, water samples must be provided to the Depart

ment, records kept (R9-8-244, R9-8-245), and the Department will make 

inspections of the water supply systems (R9-8-247).

Persons constructing, operating, or maintaining public or semi

public water supply systems in violation of the Department’s regulations 

or standards are subject to a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars 

and not more than two hundred dollars, by imprisonment in the county 

jail for not more than thirty days, or both. Each day of violation con

stitutes a separate offense (ARS 36-140).
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A.2 Sewage Systems and Treatment Works

The Department is authorized to make and enforce regulations 

concerning plans or specifications for construction, improvement, alter

ation, or operation of sewage systems and disposal plans for treatment 

of sewage, and require that all such plans and specifications be first 

approved by the Department before work is commenced, and all such 

projects will be inspected to enforce compliance with approved plans 

and specifications (ARS 36-132 A.12). Regulations shall be prescribed 

by the Department with regard to sewage collection, treatment, disposal 

and reclamation systems to prevent sewage contamination of surface or 

underground waters. These regulations provide minimum standards for 

such sewage systems design and operation (ARS 36-136 G.8) .

The regulations promulgated by the Department as required by 

statute are Article 3 of the Department's regulations, "Sewage Systems 

and Treatment Works" (R9-8-301 through R9-8-361). In these regulations,

procedures are established for the review of plans and specification for
)

sewerage systems and wastewater treatment works, including reference to 

design criteria, operation, inspection, test and records. No sewage 

or industrial waste that the Department determines is detrimental to the 

lands, or waters, or public health are allowed to flow into any of the 

waters of the state or upon or under any of the lands of the state.

Where pollution exists, treatment works as determined by the Department 

will be installed (R9-8-313).

The use of cesspools is prohibited and individual disposal 

systems (such as septic tanks/leach field systems) are prohibited where
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it is practical to hook into a public sewer system, where soil condi

tions or topography prevent proper functioning of individual disposal 

systems or groundwater conditions are such that groundwater pollution 

may occur, or where installations may create an unsanitary condition or 

a public health nuisance (R9-8-313). Sewerage system or wastewater 

treatment plans will be approved if it appears they can reasonably be 

expected to comply with the Department regulations and water quality 

standards (R9-8-313).

Sewage or industrial waste effluents may not be used for irriga

tion purposes without Department approval, and direct disposal or 

secondary treatment effluent is prohibited for irrigation of crops to be 

used for human consumption or for watering of cattle (R9-8-329).

Regulations prohibit the discharge of sewage effluent into any 

well, abandoned or constructed for that purpose, or into any crevice, 

sinkhole or other opening, natural or artificial, if such discharge 

could result in the pollution of groundwater (R9-8-331 through 

(R9-8-332).

No boats, houseboats, or watercraft shall be equipped with 

toilets which discharge directly into any waters of the state, nor shall 

containers of sewage be placed in or near any waters of the state 
(R9-8-351).

Persons violating any provision in Article 3 are subject to the 

same penalties as described above.
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A.3 Water Pollution Control

In the area of water pollution control, the Department has regu

lations in two areas: reclaimed wastes, and water quality standards.

Article 4 of Chapter 20 of the Department's regulations, "Reclaimed 

Wastes" (R9-8-20-01 through R9-20-408), describes the Department's 

requirements for the reuse of wastes, including wastewater. These regu

lations were promulgated by the Water Quality Control Council and are 

carried out by the Department of Health Services.

A.4 Reclaimed Wastes

These regulations require that a minimum of secondary treatment 

(or its equivalent) be applied to waters before they are used for 

(1) irrigation of fibrous or forage crops not intended for human con

sumption; (2) irrigation of orchard crops that do not result in direct 

application of water to fruit or foliage; and (3) watering of farm 

animals other than producing dairy animals (R9-20-404).

Secondary treatment and disinfection of wastes are required for

(1) irrigation of food crops where the product is subjected to physical 

or chemical processing sufficient to destroy pathogenic organisms;

(2) irrigation or orchard crops involving direct application of water to 

fruit or foliage; (3) irrigation of golf courses, cemeteries, and 

similar areas; (4) watering of dairy producing animals; and (5) as a 

substantial portion of impounded water used in secondary contact 

recreation (R9-20-405).

The treatment specified for these five uses must result in water 

with a monthly arithmetic average density of not more than 5,000 per 100
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milliliters of coliform bacteria, and 1,000 per 100 milliliter of fecal 

coliform. Any one sample shall not exceed a density of 20,000 per 100 

milliliters of coliform bacteria or 4,000 per 100 milliliters of fecal 

coliform bacteria (R9-20-405).

Tertiary treatment and disinfection are required for (1) a sub

stantial portion of the water supply in any impoundment used for primary 

contact recreation; (2) irrigation of school grounds, playgrounds, 

lawns, parks or other areas where children are expected to congregate or 

play; and (3) irrigation of food crops consumed in their raw or natural 

state (R9-20-406).

Following tertiary treatment and disinfection, the effluents 

will not contain more than 10 mg/1 of 5 day BOD, 10 mg/1 of suspended 

solids and 200 fecal coliform per 100 milliliters. When the arithmetic 

mean of five consecutive daily samples within a fifteen-day period is 

greater than these values, use of effluent will cease immediately upon 

the notification of the Department, and will not be resumed until the 

values of five daily samples taken over fifteen days meet the 

requirements (R9-20-406).

Generally, reclaimed wastes used for industrial purposes will 

have a minimum of secondary treatment or its equivalent (R9-20-407). 

Additional treatment requirements will depend upon each particular 

industrial use and consideration will be given to potential contact with 

reclaimed waste, and degree of contamination of products (R9-20-408).
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A.5 Water Quality Control Council 

The Water Quality Control Council is authorized to adopt, 

promulgate, modify, and amend reasonable standards of quality for the 

waters of the state for the prevention, control and abatement of pollu

tion CARS 36-1957). "Waters of the state" is defined as all waters 

within the jurisdiction of Arizona, including all streams, perennial or 

intermittent, lakes, ponds, impounding reservoirs, marshes, water

courses, water ways, wells, springs, irrigation systems, drainage 

systems, and all other bodies or accumulations of water, surface and 

underground, natural or artificial, public or private, situated wholly 

or partly within or bordering upon the state (ARS 36-1851).

The Council also adopts a comprehensive program for prevention, 

control, and abatement of pollution of the state's waters, and reviews 

and modifies the program as necessary. The Council takes formal action 

on the Continuing Planning Process for Section 208 and 303(e) Planning, 

Section 208 Workplans, and Section 208 Plans.

Water quality management planning studies are conducted by the 

Council staff. Public hearings are held for citizen input into the 

state's water quality planning program before water quality standards 

are set. The Council meets quarterly for regular meetings.

The Council has no regular funding beyond compensation for 

Council meetings; however, the Council can contract or employ profes

sional assitance through the Department of Health Services.



APPENDIX B

ANNUAL AND PEAK STORM RUNOFF

Annual and peak storm runoff from the Tucson urban area water

sheds (Figure 2.1). Data from PAG-208 Task Report 5321 (Water Resources 

Research Center, 1977) —  Nonpoint source pollution.

Methodology involved standard techniques for runoff measurement 

with modification to account for specific Tucson area variables (com

plete explanation in Task Report 5321).
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Table B.l Summary of Annual Runoff (Acre-Feet/Year) and Storm Peak
Flows (Cubic Feet/Second) Generated from All Watersheds
Contained Entirely within the Urban Area and the Urban Area
Portion of Those that Extend Out of the Area, Pima County.

Recurring Intervals
Surface
Drainage

Watershed Area 
Designation (sq. mi.)

A1 35.0
A4 63.5
B1 14.5
B2 13.5
B3 3.3
B4 4.6
BS 5.2
B6 5.6
Cl 2.1
C2 • 1.0
C3 4.2
C4 1.4
C5 3.1
C6 3.1
C7 0.6
C8 1.8
C9 1.4
CIO 5.8
D1 4.7
El 14.4
E2 7.9
E3 11.4
E4 7.3
E5 2.4
E7 10.8
E8 4.6
E9 1.6
E10 3.2
Ell 4.1
FI 56.9
F2 39.4
G1 29.2
HI 14.7
H2 4.3
H3 4.7
H4 2.6
H5 3.1
H6 6.9

Annual Runoff 
(ac-ft/yr)

: yr 10 yr 100 yr

70 950 2600
190 2000 5900
40 480 1350
60 550 1470
10 110 279
15 160. 430
20 190 510
25 220 610
5 45 140

10 60 150
40 230 640
25 120 350
30 200 560
20 110 440
10 55 130
15 90 240

. 10 80 230
65 366 1010
35 270 770
40 340 820
20 210 580
60 470 1150
55 380 1100
20 120 360
125 870 2100
85 530 1180
10 80 200
35 215 520
40 235 610
150 1670 4550
145 1470 3950
110 1190 2850
170 1380 3050
55 380 850
60 415 920
30 210 490
40 240 580
45 330 820

Storm Peak Flow
(cfs)

2 yr 10 yr 100 yr

532 4367 16494
437 1963 5655
1448 6011 17366
534 1930 4886
522 2028 5703
709 2643 7047
697 2105 4948
697 2105 4948
162 667 1805
645 2435 6574
278 914 2230
595 2196 5527
501 1651 4197
417 998 2111
479 1638 3897
451 1433 3370
1025 3735 9261
370 1522 4300
40 501 2147
137 770 2435
125 689 2466
141 546 1634
372 1407 3931
119 599 2040
247 1216 2567
10 91 357
61 342 1309
106 515 1644
1009 9625 37262
362 4047 17340
488 4350 16939
687 3909 11009
407 1993 5628
400 2506 7153
293 1267 3483
182 1099 3476
517 2439 6949
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Recurring Intervals
Surface Annual Runoff Storm Peak Flow

Watershed
Drainage
Area (ac-ft/yr) (cfs)

Designation (sq. mi.) 2 yr 10 yr 100 yr 2 yr 10 yr 100 yr

H7 2.4 25 175 420 104 740 1569
H8 4.0 45 300 720 206 1528 4903
H9 3.0 30 160 500 241 1253 3656
H10 2.1 20 140 340 90 559 1979
Hll 3.3 140 860 1980 170 846 3250
11 3.4 10 125 310 81 597 2127
12 5.5 15 185 480
13 1.9 25 165 390 173 . 482 1118
14 5.3 35 300 750 1072 4590 11135
15 22.6 165 1420 3450 620 3141 10508
16 5.8 45 370 890 565 2535 7408
J1 17.4 220 1710 3930 2972 8376 24593
J3 7.1 60 450 1140 768 3376 9792
J4 0.1 5 55 140 6 27 74
n 2.7 55 330 770 732 2079 4771
K2 2.2 50 285 650 359 1214 2988
LI 0.6 10 80 180 147 497 1176
L2 1.2 30 200 460 382 985 2200
L3 2.4 75 410 910 765 1909 4207
L4 2.4 80 450 1000 966 2260 5021
L5 3.9 100 620 1400 888 2463 5734
Ml 7.2 180 1120 2390 879 2588 6531
M2 2.9 80 450 950 465 1425 3679
M3 2.4 50 325 710 290 991 2731
N1 4.6 120 660 1530 895 2575 6116
N2 1.0 30 140 330 650 1503 3069
N3 1.3 40 200 500 989 2259 4441
N4 0.7 25 125 300 501 1049 2158
NS 0.8 30 150 340 434 1006 2070
N6 7.8 200 1110 2650 1044 2921 7343
N7 1.9 40 230 530 796 1819 3893
N8 4.8 120 630 1510 1560 4033 8879
N9 1.0 30 140 330 241 676 1506
N10 15.1 130 1240 3370 469 2265 8486
Nil 1.9 30 150 410 219 679 1894
N12 1.8 40 210 530 440 1169 2558

• N13 6.8 80 490 1180 192 905 2454
N14 7.6 85 570 1360 223 938 2876
N15 2.0 40 230 590 610 1575 3505
N16 16.7 115 850 2380 162 893 3276
N17 3.3 60 330 960 553 1479 3479
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Recurring Intervals
Surface Annual Rmoff Storm Peak Flow

Watershed
Drainage
Area (ac-ft/yr) (cfs)

Designation (sq. mi.) 2 yr 10 yr 100 yr 2 yr 10 yr 100 yr

01 14.1 150 1170 2890 191 1132 4061
02 6.8 45 350 900 834 4567 13724
03 12.6 60 470 1340 106 970 3921
05 6.7 60 410 1140 231 870 2556
06 1.3 5 60 180 81 364 1226

Total 636.4 5075 37615 44220



APPENDIX C

DATA PRINTOUT FOR THE PRIMARY URBAN WATERSHEDS

Appendix C contains the entire data printout from PAG-208 Task 

Report 5321 (Water Resources Research Center, 1977) for the primary 

urban watersheds (K, L, M, N). The additional data gathered on phos

phate and bacteria were not used in this analysis. Phosphates were so 

low as to be insignificant; bacteria were judged to be an extremely 

variable quantity and not useful for realistic long-range management 

plan development. Abbreviations used are: W = woody, E = evergreen,

TC = total coliform, FC = fecal coliform, FS = fecal strep, and PO^ = 

phosphate. Other information is detailed in the text (Section 2.3). 

The categories of W. Grassland, E. Woodland, E. Forests, Farming, and 

Grassy were eliminated in the text analysis, as well as all bacteria 

readings, due to either absence or inapplicability in the urban area 

analysis (see text for further information).
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Average Annual Urban

WatershedCategory
Acres IDS

Suburb ar 305 12200Urban 243 4860Ind. Comm. 245 44100Paved Sub• 41 4100Streets 198 39600Hat. Dsrts. 633 50640Drainage 
W Grassland

31 9300
E« Woodland •
B, Forests #FarmingGrassy 32 . 3200.1728 Acres
Totals!

3Ibs/year f 10 168.
Ibs/acre/yr 97.

SS COD

122000.00 39650.0048600.00 58320.00240100.00 58800.0041000.00 5945.00297000.00 09100.00
569700.00 189900.00
77500.00 18600.00

.00 .00.00 .00.00 .00
9600.00 ' 1920.00

1405.50 462.23
813.36 267.49

000000000000
00000000
00

00
22

Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

Watershed 3o. K-l

Pollutant
12 I!

NO 3 PO 4 TC ♦ 10 FC ♦ V

396.50 18.30 68.6250 100.6500
631.80 24.30 972.0000 138.5100539.00 36.75 980.0000 39.2000
24.60 8.20 123.0000 8.200099.00 - 3.96 19.0000 5.9400253.20 94.95 94.9500 63.2900
20.15 3.10 4.0300 1.2400

.00 .00 .0000 .0000

.00 .00 .0000 .0000

.00 .00 .0000 .0000
320.00 3.20 9.6000 8.0000

FS + ::

33.T43.736.7 6.56:" 3.96:9125.6909.7:59.0:::
.o-r:-.oc:o

i6.oc:o

2.28
1.32

.19

.11

2.2720
1.3148

3650
2112

2*79
1550



Average Annual Urban

WatershedCa tesso rv
Acres IDS

Suburban /213 r 8520.Urban l 502 10040.Ind, Coma. 141 25380.Paved Sub. 1 100.Streets 141 28200;
Nat. Darts. 367 29360.Drainage 33 9900.W GrasslandE. Woodland
E. ForestsFarming 25Grassy 10 1000.1433 Acres
Totals I
Ibe/year •» 10 112.
lbe/ecre/yr 79.

SS COD •

85200.00 27690.00100400.00 120480.00138180.00 33840.001000.00 145.00211500.00 63450.00330300.00 110100.0082500.00 19800.00.00 .DO. .00 .00.00 .00
3000.00 600.00

952.08 376.10
676.19 267.12

000000nooooooooooo00
00

50
9b

Pollutant Loading in Ibs/vear

Watershed No* K-2

Pollutant
12 12 ,

NO 3 PO 4 TC ♦ 10 FC + 10 FS + 13*

276.90 12.78 47.9250 70.2900 22.1305.20 50.20 2008.0000 286.1400 so.rfoc310.20 21.15 564.0000 22.5600 21.:j?2.60 .20 3.0000 .2000 . i-c :70.50- 2.82 14.1000 4.2300 2.52-0
146.80 55.05 55.0500 36.7000 73.--9021.45 3.30 4.2900 1.3200 . :25C.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .c:oo.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .::oc.c:oo.00 .00 .0000 .0000
100.00 1.00 3.0000 2.5000 5.C300

2.23 .14 2.6993 .4239 .2171
1.58 .10 1.9171 .3010 .1542



Watershed Mo, L-l

Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading In Ibs/year

Watershed
Category

Acres IDS SS COD

Suburban 24 960.00 9600.00 3120.00
Urb an 171 . 3420.00 34200.00 41040.00
Ind# Comm. 31 $580.00 30380.00 7440.00
Paved Sub. .00 .00 .00Streets 38 7600.00 57000.00 17100.00
Hat. Darts. 2 160.00 1800.00 600.00Drainage 2 600.00 3000.00 1200.00W Grassland .00 .00 .00E. Woodland .00 .00 .00E. Forests 
Farming 86

.00 .00 .00
Grassy 4

358 400.00Acres 1200.00 240.00

Totalst
Ibe/year t : j10 18.72. 139.18 70.74
lbs Zacre/yr 68.82 511.69 260.07

Pollutant
12 12 i:HO 3 P0 4 TC v 10 FC + 10 fs + ::

31.20 1.44 5.6000 7.9200
444.60 17.10 684.0000 97.4700 30.7:?0
68.20 4.65 124.0000 4.9600 *:S?3.00 _ .00 .0000 .0000
19.00 .76 3.8000 1.1400 .7‘W

.80 .30 .3000 .2000 .4::o
1.30 .20 .2600 .0800 .01:0
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 ,c::o.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0TT0.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .c::c

40.00 .40 1.2000 1.0000 2.0 *3:

.60 .02 .8189 .1127 .0-12
2.22 .09 3.0108 .4145 .1*27



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in Iba/year

Watershed Mo. L-2

WatershedCategory''
J Acres IDS s s c o p

Suburban 8 320.00 3200.00 1040.00
Urban 4 6 6  t 92SO.00 92800.00 111360.00
Ini!, Corn. 1P2 13360.00 99960.00 24480.00
Paved Su* , ;00 .00 .00
It reet • •  .'00.00 220000.00 68400.00
Nat, Darns. * 4 0 3920.00 44100.00 1 4 7 n n . V
Drainage 1 300.00 2500.00 6OO.00
W Grassland .00 .00 .00
E. Woodland .00 ..00 .DO
E. Forests 
Farming 10

.00 .00 .00
Grassy 8 800.00 2400.00 •' 480.00

Totalsi
I f 4 Acres

Ibs/year t j10 63.38 472.96 221.06
Ibs/acre/yr 80.84 603.26 281.96

Pollutant

NO 3 P0 4 12TC t 10 12FC ♦ 10 r s  ♦ : o ‘

10.40 .48 1.8000 • 2.4400 - •
1206.40 46.40 1856.0000 264.4800 HiP224.40 15.30 408.0000 16.3200

. c o o n.00 .00 . 0 0 0 0
76.00 1.04 15.2000 4.5600 3.3-n-
• . 9 . 6 0 - 7.15 7,3500 4.coon -.65 .10 .1300 .0400 C 2 S'*

.00 .00 .0000 .0000 !c:5c.00 .00 .0000 .0000

.00 .00 .0000 .0000 • -  ̂»
80.00 .80 2.4000 2.0000 4 . c : o c

1.61 .07 2,2908 .2949 • 1165
2.06 .09 2.9220 .3761 .1-85

a

« H



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading In lba/year

Watershed Mo# L-3

Watershed tiatego ry • Pollutant
12 12 1

Acres TDS SS COD no 3 PO 4 TC ♦ 10 PC ♦ 10 Fs + n

Suburban 6 240.00 2400.00 780.00 7.80 .36 1.3500 * 1.9800 .6*:a
Urban 897 17940.00 179400.00 215280.00 2332.20 89.70 3588.0000 511.2900 161.4609
Ind. Comm. 202 36360.00 197960.00 48460.00 444.40 30.30 808.0000 32.3200 30.33:
Paved Sub, 1 100.00 1000.00 145.00 .60 .20 3.0000 .2000 ;16 3D
Streets 262 52400.00 393000.00 117900.00 131.00 - 5.24 26.2000 7.8600 5.2:0"'
Hat. Darts. 105 8400.00 94500.00 31500.00 42.00 15.75 15.7500 10.5000 21.?C?0
Drainage 2 600.00 5000.00 1200.00 1.30 .20 .2600 .0800 .on*
W Grassland .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0*9*
£• Woodland .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 .on?
E# Forests
FarmingGrassy

.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 .ccn
10
19 1900.00 5700.00 1140.00 190.00 1.90 5.7000 4.7500 9.5:"0

i 5 M Acres »
To talat
Ibs/year -t : 310 117.94 878.96 416.42 3.14 .14 4.4482 . .5689 .2:33
Ibs/acre/yr 78.94 588.32 278.73 2.10 .09 2.9774 .3808 .1528



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

WatershedCategory
Acres TDS S3 COD

Suburban 51 2040.00 20400.00 6630.00Urban 846 16920.00 169200.00 203040.00
Ind, Coma. 224 40320.00 219520.00 53760.00Paved Sub. .00 .00 .00
Streets 231 46200.00 346500.00 103950.00
Nat, Darts, 163 13040.00 146700.00 48900.00
Drainage 14 4200.00 35000.00 8400.00
W Grassland .00 .00 .Q0
E. Woodland .00 . .00 .00
E. Forests 
Farming 12

.00 .00 .00
Grassy 

Totals!
t t H

1400.00Acres 4200.00 840.00

Ibe/yenr ♦ J10 124.12 941.52 425.52
Ibs/acre/yr 80.44 610.18 275.77

Watershed No, L-4

Pollutant
12 12 1no 3 PO 4 TC ♦ 10 PC ♦ 10 FS + 13

66.30 3.06 11.4750 16.8300 5.61:92199.60 84.60 3384.0000 482.2200 152.2590
492.80 33.60 896.0000 35.8400 33.6C30.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0033115.50 . 4.62 23.1000 6.9300 4.6230
65.20 24.45 24.4500 16,3000 32,6:09
9.10 1.40 1.8200 .5600 .3!9f?.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0:30
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0990
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0C30

140.00. 1.40 4.2000 3.5000 7.0099

3.08 .15 4.3450 .5621 .2360
2.00 .09 2.8159 .3643 .1529



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading In Ibs/year

Watershed Mo# L-5

WatershedCategory
Acres IDS SS COD

Pollutant 

::o 3 PO 4
12TC ♦ 10

12FC ♦ 10 fs «•

Suburban 55Urban 1402Ind. Conn# 287
Paved Sub• Streets 475Mat# Darts. 264Drainage 7
W Grassland E# Woodland E. Forests

2200.0028040.0051660.00 .0095000.0021120.00 2100.00.00.00.00

22000.00280400.00281260.00 • .00
712500.00237600.00 17500.00.00.00.00

7150.00336480.00 68880.00.00
213750.00 79200.004200.00 .00

:8o

71.503645.20631.40.00
237.SO- IOS.60 

4.55 .00
:8o

3.30140.20
43.05.009.5039.60.70

.00.00.00

12.37505608.00001148.0000.0000
47.500039.6000.9100.0000.0000.0000

18.1500799.140045.9200
.000014.250026.4000.2800.0000.0090.0000

■ i t i i.CTO"
,? : f= 8 2

‘. c : : r
FarcingGrassy 31T O T
Totalsl 3Ibs/year t 10

3100.00Aerea
9300.00 1860.00 , 310.00 3.10 9.3000 7.7500 15.5::9

203.22 1560.56 711.52 5.00 .23 6.8656 .9118 .2:91
Ibs/acre/yr 80.61 619.02 282.23 l . * 8 .09 2.7233 .3617 .1505

HV
tO

i 
I*.



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in lba/year

Watershed Mo, M-l

Watershed
tategory

Acres

Suburban Urban Ind, Comm. Paved Sub, 
Streets Mat, Darts, 
Drainage 
W Grassland E. Woodland B, Forests Far»lnt Grassy

362137581
1691271263

31464609
Totals: i
Ibo/year + 10 
Iba/acre/yr

IDS ss COD

14AO.OO 14400.00 4680.00
42740.00 427400.00 512880.00

104580.00 569380.00 139440.00
1600.00 16000.00 2320.00

182400.00 1368000.00 410400.00
56960.00 640800.00 213600.00
18900.00 157500.00 37800.00

.00 .00 .00

.00 .00 .00

.00 .00 .00
14800.00 44400.00, 8880.00

Acre.

423.42 ,3237.88 1330.00
91.94 703.12 288.81

Pollutant 

MO 3

46.805556.201278.209.60456.00
264.80
40.95.00.00.00

1480.00

9.15
1.98

PO 4

2.16213.7087.153.2018.24
106.806.30.00.00.00
14.80

.45

.09

TC + 10

8.10008548.00002324.0000 48.0000 91.2000106.80008.1900.0000.0000.0000

11.1786
2.4275

FC + 10

"11.96001218.090092.96003.2000
27.360071.20002.5200.0000.0000.0000

i:

44.4000 37.0000

1.4642
.3179

FS + :3

386.6:3: 87.13:0 
2.560" 19.: 00 142,400* ♦ 1.

76.0:0"

.7145

.1551

to

OO
Ou
i



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading In Ihs/ycar

• — Watershed Mo. :i-2

WatershedCateorv Pollutant
12 12

Acres TDS SS COD NO 3 PO 4 TC + 10 FC f 10 ?S + 10*

Suburban 52 2080.00 20800.00 6760.00 67.60 3.12 11.7000 17.1600 5.7200
Urban 955 19100.90 191000.00 229200.00 2483.00 95.50 3820.0000 544.3500 171.9000
Ind. Comm. 240 43200.00 235200.00 57600.00 528.00 36.00 960.0000 38.4000 36.0000
Paved Sub. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0000
Streets 411 82200.00 616500.00 184950.00 205.50 - 8.22 41.1000 12.3300 8.22)0
Mat, Darts . 151 12080.00 135900.00 45300.00 60.40 22.65 22.6500 15.1000 30.2000
Drainage 7 2100.00 17500.00 4200.00 4.55 .70 .9100 .2800 .1759
W Grassland .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0030
E. Woodland .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0000
E. Forests 
Farming

.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0000
Grassy ___14 3400.00 10200.00. 2040.00 340.00 3.40 10.2000 8.5000 17.0000

Acres.
Totals %
Ibe/year + 310 164.16 . 1227.10 530.05 3.68 .16 4.8665 .6361 .2692
ibs/acre/y r 88. 73' 663.29 286.51 1.99 .09 2.6305 .3438 .1455



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

Watershed Wo* M-3

Watershed
Category

Pollutant

Acres TDS SS COD MO 3 PO 4 TC 4 10 FC 4 V

Suburban 20 800.00 8000:00 2600.00 26.00 1.20 4.5000 # 6.6000
Urban 594 11880.00 118800.00 142560.00 1544.40 59.40 2376.0000 338.5600
Ind. Comm. 154 27720.00 150920.00 36960.00 338.80 23.10 616.0000 24.6400
Paved Sul * .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000
Streets 265 53000.00 397500.00 119250.00 132.50_ 5.30 26.5000 7.9500
Wat. Darts. 403 32240.00 362700.00 120900.00 161.20 *0.45 60.4500 40.300*
Dr.?.ira: e 39 11700.00 97500.00 23400.00 25.35 3.90 5.17^C 1.5400
U Cra is land .no .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .0000
E. Woodland .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 . 'n o *
E. Fo vc:'. t::
FarmingGreasy

.00 .00 .00 .00 .O'' .-ono

54 5400.00 16200.00. 3240.00 540.00 5.40 16.2000 13.5000
i.529 Acres •

Totalst •"
Ibs/year 4 in3 142.74 1151.62 448.91 2.76 .15 3.1047 .4331
lbs/acre/yr 93.35 753.18 293.59 1.81 .10 2.0305 ,2832

FS t

.0::̂
3.3:3"

.2-5

.15:5

00



Average Annual Urban

Watcrnhc d 
batego rv

Acres IDS .ss COD

Suburban 178 7120.00 71200.00 23140.00Urban 1125 22500.00 225000.00 270000.00
Ind, Comr, 493 88740.00 483140.00 118320.00Pavec Sub• .00 .00 .00
Streets 464 96800.00 726000.00 217800.00Mat, Darts• 378 30240.00 340200.00 113400.00
Druina^e 10 3000.00 25000.00 6000.00W Grassland .00 .00 .go
C« Woodland .00 .00 .00
E, ForestsFarmingGrassy

.00 .00 .00

- m r
26300.00

Acres
78900.00. 15780.00

Totals:
Ibs/year t 10 274.70 1949.44 764.44
Iba/acre/vr 93.72 • 665.11 260.81

oo

Pollutant Loading in lbs/year

Watershed Xo. X-l

Pollutant
12 12

NO 3 PO 4 TC ♦ 10 FC » 10 rs ♦ :*

231.40 10.68 40.0500 •58.7400 l ? . : : ! *
2925.00 112.50 4500.0000 641.2500 2 o : .5 : :
1084.60 73.95 1972.0000 78.2800 73.rr:

.00 .00 .0000 .0000 . o : : -
242.00 . 9.6(1 48.4000 14.5200 9.6.-:
151.20 56.70 56.7000 37.8000 75.*:::

6.50 1.00 1.3000 .4000
.00 .00 .0000 ,0000
.00 .00 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .c r

2630.00 . 26.30 78.9000 . 65.7500 131.5::"

7.27 .29 6.6973 .8973 .5:2:
2.48 .09 2.2850 .3061 .1-59

s



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in lbs/year

Watershed fca tegofv~
Acres TDS SS

Suburban 54 2160.00 21600.00
Urban 114 2280.00 22800.00
Ind. Coma. 179 32220.00 175420.00Paved Sub. 3 300.00 3000.00
Streets 129 25800.00 193500.00
Nat. Darts. 109 8720.00 98100.00Drainage 3 900.00 7500.00
M Grassland .00 .00
E. Woodland .00 .00
E. Forests Farming .00 .00

6900.00Grassy 2300.00114 Acres
Totalsl
Ibs/year t 10 3 74.68 528.82
Ibs/acre/yr 121.62 861.27

Pollutant

COD HO 3 PO 4

7020.00 70.20 3.24
27360.00 296.40 11.40
42960.00 393.80 26,85435.00 1.80 .60
58050.00 64.50 . 2.58
32700.00 43.60 16.351800.00 1.95 .30

.00 .00 .00

.00 .00 .00

.00 .00 .00
1380.00 230.00 2.30

171.70 1.10 .06
279.64 1.79 .10

Watershed Moe H-2

12 12
TC ♦ 10 PC * 10 fs ♦ ::

12.1500 17.8200 5.9:"-
456.0000 64.9800 2n.5::-716.0000 28.6400 26.=::o

9.0000 .6000 • V.ro
12.9000 3.c700 2.5::o
16.3500 10.9000.3900 .1200

.0000 .0000 ,:::o

.0000 .0000 .ovo

.0000 .0000• .o c :d
6.9000 5.7500 n.3:-o

1.2296 .1326 .05 = 7
2.0027 .2160 .U61



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in Iba/year

Watershed So. 3-3

Watershed
Category

Acres IDS SS COD

Suburban 10 400.00 4000.00 1300.00Urban 338 6760.00 67600.00 01120.00Ind, Comm. 162 29160.00 158760.00 38880.00Paved Sub. 1 100.00 1000.00 145.00
Streets 233 46600.00 349500.00 104850.00
Hat, Darts. 101 8000.00 90900.00 30300.00
Drainage 1 300.00 2500.00 600.00W Grassland .00 .00 .00E. Woodland .00 . .00 .00i. Forests .00 .00 .00
FarmingGrassy 13 1300.00 3900.00 780.00— 83? Acres
Totals; ^
Ibs/year «t 10 ofMc\ . • 678.16 . 257.97
Ibs/acre/yr 107.91 789.47 300.32

Pollutant

MO 3 PO 4 12TC * 10 12FC ♦ 10 fs ♦
13.00 .60 2.2500 : 3.3000 i.ic::878.80 33.80 1352.0000 192.6600 so.::::356.40 24.30 648.0000 25.9200

! -ii.60 .20 3.0000 .2000116.50 - 4.66 23.3000 6.9900
40.40 15.15 15.1500 10.1000 20.20:0

.65 .10 .1300 .0400 .0:1:
-.00 .00 .00Q0 .0000 .oc:
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .o:?o
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .o::o

130.00 1.30 3.9000 3.2500 6.5030

1.53 .08 2.0477 . .2424 .11:7
1.78 .09 2.3838 .2822 .1371



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in lbs/year

WatershedCategory
Acres TDS SS COD

Suburb an 1 40.00 400.00 130.00Urban 125 2500.00 25000.00 30000.00Ind* Coma. 177 31860.00 173460.00 42480.00Paved Sub. .00 .00 .00Streets 123 26600.00 184500.00 55350.00Nat. Darts. 24 1920.00 21600.00 7200.00Drainage .00 .00 .00W Grassland .00 .00 .00E. Woodland .00 .00 .•00E. Forests .00 .00 .00FarmingGrassy 17 1700.00 5100.00 •" 1020.0046# Acres
Totals!
Ibs/year + 10 62.62 410.06 136.18
Ibs/acre/yr 134.08 ' 878.07 291.60

Watershed No, N-4
Pollutant

12 12 .
NO 3 PO 4 TC + 10 rc + 10 fs ♦

1.30 .06 .2250 . .3300 .no?325.00 12.50 500.0000 71.2500 22.3B9.40 26.55 708.0000 28.3200 2*.;nr
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .1*9?61.50 2.46 12.3000 3.6900 2.660*

9.60- 3.60 3.6000 2.4000.00 .00 .0000 .0000
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 "P:4:.00 .00 .0000 .0000.00 .00 .0000 .0000 *.?:ic

170.00 1.70 5.1000 4.2500 3.5:3"

.95 .04 1.2292 .1102 .0-'49-
2.04 .10 2.6321 .2360 .1390

oo
VI



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

Ua tars lied 
tatelory '

Acres TDS . ss COD

Suburban . .00 .00 .00
Urban 313 6260.00 ' 62600.00 75120.00
Ind. Comm. 69 12420.00 67620.00 16560.00
Paved Sub. .00 .00 .00
Streets 119 23000.00 178300.00 53550.00
Mat. Darts, 25 . 2000.00 22500.00 7500.00
Drainage .00 .00 .00
V Grassland .00 .00 .00
E. Woodland .00 .00 .60E. Forests .00 .00 .00
FarmingGrassy 1800.00 3400.00 1080.00TYT Acres
Totals:
Ibs/year ♦ 103 46.28 336.62 153.81
Ibs/aere/yr 85.02 618.78 282.73

Watershed No. 3-5

Pollutant
12 12

HO 3 P0 4 TC ♦ 10 PC + 10 fs *

.00 .00 .0000 • .0000 .o:v
813.80 31.30 1252.0000 178.4100 56.3.::
151.80 10.35 276.0000 11.0400 10.3;:-

.00 .00 .0000 .0000 z'Sh*59.50 2.38 11.9000 3.5700
10.00 3.75 3.7500 2.5000 S.oc-o

.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .0-0.00 .on .0000 .0000 .c:*9

.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .oro.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .o*:-
180.00 1.80 5.4000 4.5000 9.0 *?0

1.21 .04 1.5490 .2000 .0 = 29
2.23 .09 2.8475 .3676 .1527



Average Annual Urban

WatershedCategory
Acres TDS s s c o p

Suburban 46 1840.00 18400.00 5980.00
Urban 1932 38640.00 386400.00 463680.00
Ind. Comm. 919 163420.00 900620.00 220560.00
Paved Sub. 37 3700.00 37000.00 5365.00
S treets 1062 212400.00 1593000.00 477900.00
Hat. Darts. 413 33040.00 371700.00 123900.00
Drainage 52 15600.00 130000.00 31200.00
W Graasland .00 .00 .00
E. Woodland .00 ' .00 .00
E. Fores tn .00 .00 .00
FarmingGrassy 538 53800.00

Acres
161400.00* 32280.00

Totalsl
Ibs/year t 10 524.44 ' 3598.52 1360.86
Iba/acre/yr 104.90 719.84 272.22

Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

Watershed No. 21-6

Pollutant 

HO 3

59.805023.202021.8022.20531.00*
165.20
33.00.00:85

5380.00

13.23
2.64

12 12
PO 4 TC + 10 FC + 10 fs ♦ n

2.76 10.3500 15.1800
193.20 7728.0000 1101.2400 367. 7 n c
137.85 3676.9000 147.0400 137. sn:

7.40 111.0000 7.4000 5.9:9 -
21.24 106.2000 31.8600 21.219;
61.95 61.9500 41.3000 82.*9^9
5.20 6.7600 2.0800 1. •299
.00 .0000 .0000 .C".9
.00 .0000 .0000 .c::c
.00 .0000 .0000 .O'!"

53.80 161.4000 134.5000 26 7.99''C

.48 11.8616 1.4806 . :707

.09 2.3728 -.2961 .1741



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

W a te r sh ed
daCc sorv

Acres IDS SS COD

Suburban 1 40.00 400.00 130.00
Urban 397 7940.00 79400.00 95280.00
Ind• Conn. 403 72540.00 394940.00 96720.00
Paved Sub• .00 .00 .00
Streets 229 45800.00 343500.00 103050.00
Mat. Darts. • 173 13840.00 155700.00 51900.00
Drainage 24 7200.00 60000.00 14400.00
W f'r 3 *1 n .00 .90 .00
E . Woodlanc * .00 .00 .00
E . Forests .00 .00 .00
FamineGrarja*' 26 2600,00 7000.00 1560.00

Totalsi 
Ibs/year +

izSJ

310

Acres

149.96 , ' 1041.74 363.04
Ibs/acre/yr 119.6% 831.39 289.73

W a t e r s h e d  Mo. t l - 7

Pollutant

NO 3 PO 4 . 12TC * 10
12FC + 10 fs +

1.30 .06 .2250 .3300
1032.20 39.70 1588.0000 226.2900 71.4*:-
886.60 60.45 1612.0000• 64.4800 6.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .o':
114,50* 4.58 22.9000 6.8700 4.5:-:
69.20 25.95 25.9500 17.3000 34.r?“
15.60 2.40 3.1290 # • •

.00 .00 .0000 .roio.00 .00. .0000 .coon • :..00 .0 .00:0 r o'
260.00 2.60 7.8000 6.1010 13.v r

2.37 .13 3.2599 .32:7 .1*4.
1.89 .10 2.6017 -.25 75 .147//

oo
00

r»
i



Averap.Q Annual Urban

Uatcranec 
C a t e  Tory

Acres IDS ss COD

Suburban 21 840,00 8400.00 2730.00
U&rban 763 14860,00 148600.00 178320.00
Ind. Coer. 715 1:870^,00 700700.00 171600.00Paved Sub. 25 2500.00 25000.00 3625.00
Streeta 61: 1:2800.00 921000.00 276300.00
Mat. Darts, 880 70400,00 792000.00 264000.00Drainage 19 5700.00 47500.00 11400.00
W Graaaland .00 .00 .00
E, Woodland .00 .00 .00
E, Forests 
Farming

.00 ,00 .00
Grassy -nm 7500.00Acres 22500.00. 4500.00

To talat
Iba/vear + io 3 353.10 2665.70 912.47
Iba/acre/yr 114.26 862.12 295.10

Pollutant Loading in Iba/year

Watershed Xo , M—3

Pollutant
12 12

NO 3 PO 4 TC ■* 10

11O#4+% fs ♦ ::

27.30 1.26 4.7250 • 6.9300 o *
1931.80 74.30 2972.0000 423.5100 133*.?-“
1573.00 107.25 2860.0000 114.4000 io:.:«:T

15.00 5.00 75.0000 5.0003
307.00 12.28 61.4000 18.4200 12.::'>0
352.00". 132.00 132.0000 83.0000 i7-,.r:*o
12.35 1.90 2.4700 .7600 •r.'i-.00 .00 .0000 .0000

.00 .00 .0000 .000*

.00 .00 .0000 .0000
750.00 7.50 22.5000 18.7500 37.!?*

4.96 .34 6.1300 .6757 .4*3!
1.60 .11 1.9625 .2165 .1!3:



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading In Ibs/year

Watershed So. M-9

Wa tershetl 
Ca te i 'Qr v

Acres TDS SS

Pollutant

COD HO 3 PO 4
12 12 TC 4 10 FC ♦ n 1-s » :*

Su’,* ur.ian. 21 840.00 8400.00 2730,00 27.30
Urban 106 2120.00 21200.00 25440.00 275.60
Ina. Corn. 137 24660.00 134260.00 32880.00 301.40
?avet Sub, 9 900.00 9000.00 1305.00 5.40
Streets 123 24600.00 1.14500.00 55350.00 61.50
Net. Dsrt3, 189 15120.00 170100.00 56700.00 75.60
Drainage 21 6300.00 52500.00 12600.00 13.65
W Grasaland .00 .00 . .60 .00
E, Woodl.inc .00 .00 .00 .00
E, Forests .00 .00 . .00 .00
FarmingGraosy 2 200.00 600,00.- 120.00 20.00

Acres
To talas «|
Ibs/year + : JL0 74.74 . 580.56 187.12 .78
Ibs/acre/yr . 122.92 954.86 307.77 1.28

1.26 4.725010.60 424.0000
20.55 543.00001.00 27.00002.46 12.300028.35 28.35002.10 2.7300

.00 . .0000.00 .0000.00 .0000

.20 .6000

6.930060.4201 l-.'-O
21.9200 2 7 . : r 0

1.8000 1 . 4 - 3 "
3.6900 2 .4 6 *0

18.9000 37.2 *32
.2400
.30C0 ,2"* **
.0000 .0 *  
. o o o o

. s o o n  i . : o * o

06 1.0477 .1150 .9551
11 1.7231 .1891 .1430

»L>
«



Averagt: Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant

Watershed PollutantCategory
Acres TDS ss . COD NO 3

Suburban 52 2320.00 23:00.00 7540.00 75.40
Urban 818 16360.00 163600.00 196320.00 2126.80
Inde Coma. 692 124560.00 670160.00 166080.00 1522.40
Paved Sub. 528L 526600.00 3284000.00 766180.00 3170.40
Streets 291 58200.00 436500.00 130950.00 145.50
Mat. Darts. 1749 139920.00 1574100.00 524700*00 699.60-
Drainage 460 138000.00 1150000.00 276000.00 299.00
W Grassland .00 .00 . .00 .00
E. Woodland .00 .00 .00 .00
Be Forests
FarrinvGrassy

Totals t

.00 .00 .00 .00
307T E W 33700.00Acres 92100.00 18420.00 3070.00

Ibs/vear + J j10 1038.46 9401.66 2086.19 11.10
Iba/acre/yr 107.51 *' 973.35 215.98 1.15

Loading In Ibn/year

Watershed No, M-10

12 12
PO 4 TC + 10 rc ♦ io fs . : *

3.48 13.0500 •19.1400 6.::'?81.80 3272.0000 •466.260-' 147.:.:?
103.80 2768.0000 110.7200 io:.a:-:

1056.80 15852.0000 1056.8000 845.4-:C
5.82 29.1000 8.7300 5.e :::

262.35 262.3500 174.9000 349.6:0?
46.00 59.6000 18.4000 i:.2:-o

.00 .0000 .0000 .C" 0

.00 .0000 .0000 - » - r

.00 .0000 .0000
30.70 92.1000 1 76.7500 153.5:0'

1.59 22.3484 1.9317 1.5:24
.16 2.3137 .1999 .15:9



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading In Ibs/year

Watershed !foe If-11

Watershed 
taco  g«»rv

Acres TDS SS COD

Suburban 5 2*0.00 2000.00 650.00
Urban , 81 1620.00 16200.00 19440.00
Im** Corn. 253 45540.00 247940.00 60720.00
Paved Sub. 11 1100.00 11000.00 1595.00
Streets 143 2C600.00 214500.00 64350.00
Nat, Darts. 634 50720.00 570600.00 190200.00
Drainage 54 16200.00 135000.00 32400.00
W Grassland .00 .00 .00
E, Woodland .00 .00 .00
Ee Forests .00 .00 .00
FarmingGrassy 28 2800.00 8400.00' 1680.00

iztil Acre.
Totalst
Ibs/year + 10 146.78 • 1205.64 * 371.03
Ibo/acre/yr 121.40 997.22 306.89

Pollutant
12 12 .

HO 3 PO 4 TC t 10 FC ♦ 10 FS +

6.50 .30 1.1250 • 1.6500 . fi::
210.60 8.10 324.0000 46.1700

37.h o ;556.60 • 37.95 1012.0000 40.•800
6.60 2.20 33.0000 2.2000 l.T'C"

71.50- 2.86 14.3000 4.2900 2. : V C
253.60 95.10 95.1000 63.4000

* • * • ̂ -35.10 5.40 7.0200 2.1600
.00
.00

.00.00 .0000.0000 .0000.0000
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 !::o*

280.00 OmCM 8.4000 7.0000 14.::%

1.42 .15 1.4949 .1673 .19?:
1.17 .12 1.2365 .1384 .iss:

toro



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

Watershed Mo• N-l2

WatershedcSaterory
Acres IDS SS

Suburban 27 1080.00 10800,00Urban 254 5080.00 50800.00Ind. Come. 234 42120.00 229320.00Paved Sub. 21 2100.00 21000.00
Streets 191 38200.00 286500.00
Mat. Darts. 358 28640.00 322200.00
Drainage 34 10200.00 85000.00W Grassland .00 .00E. Woodland .00 .00
E. Forests Farming .00 .00
Grassy 14 1400.00"TTTJ Acres 4200.00

Totals:
Ibs/year + 10 128.82 • 1009.82
Ibs/acre/vr 113.69 891.27

Pollutant
12

COD SO 3 PO 4' TC •» 10

3510.00 35.10 1.62 6.0750
60960.00 660.40 25.40 1016.0000
56160.00 514.80 35.10 936.0000
3045.00 12.60 4.20 63.0000

05950.00 95.50- 3.82 19.1000
107400.00 143.20 53.70 53.7000
20400.00 22.10 3.40 4.4200

.00 .00 .00 .0000.00 .00 .00 .0000

.00 • .00 .00 .0000
840.00 140.00 1.40 4.2000

338.26 1.62 .12 2.1024
. 298.55 1.43 .11 1.8556

12
fc t  in  rz  ♦ : :

8.9100144.780037.44004.2000
5.730035.8000
1.3600.0010.9000.0000
3.5000

.5353371
7.:*r

.2417 .1-9.
,2133 .159-

toO)

>• 
•» >
»t



Average Annual Urban

Watershed e .
b a t e  g o  r v

Ac re s IDS ss COD

Suburban 9A 3750.00 37600.00 12220
Urban 278 5560.00 53600.00 66720
I n c .  C o r a . 332 59760.00 325360.00 79680
Paved  Su b . 42 4200.00 42000.00 6090
S t r e e t s 335 6 :0 0 0 .0 0 502500.00 150750
N a t .  D a r t s . 303C 243040.00 2734200.00 911400
D r a i n a g e 81 24300.00 202500.00 4 8600W G r a s s l a n d .00 .00
E • Woodland .00 .00
E.  F o r e s t s  
F ar m in g

.00 .00
G ras sy 132 13200.00 39600.00. 7920433- Ac re s

T o t a l s ;

I b s / y e a r  ♦ 10 420.82 3939.36 1283,

I b s / a c r e / y r 97.14 909.36 296,

,00
000000000000000000
00

38

25

Pollutant Loading in Iba/year

Watershed No• M-13
P o l l u t a n t

NO 3 PO 4 12TC + 10 12FC f 10 FS + 12*

122.20 5.64 21.1500 *31.0 20° 1 \ 2 4 * ?
7 2 2 .8 0 27.80 1112.0C00 158.460° 50.'-*?730.40 49.80 1328.0C00 53.1200 49.E?"25.20 8.40 126.0000 8.400' 6.7:?-
167.50 - 6,70 33 .5 00 0 1 0 .0 5 0 0 6.7*0"1215.20 455.70 455.7000 3 0 3 . soon 607.c°*n
52.65 8 .1 0 10.5300 3.2400 2.0:5"

.0 0 .00 .0000 .0 0°0 .o :? -.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .c

.0 0 .00 .0000 .0000 .??*?
1 3 2 0 .0 0 1 3 .2 0 3 9 .6 00 0 33.0000 66.00:3

4.35 . .57 3.1264 .6010 . 7 : 9 :

1.00 .13 .7217 .1387 .1:61

ID



Average Annual Urban Runoff Pollutant Loading, in Ihs/year

Watershed Mo. M-14

Watershed Cateto r'
Pollutant

12 12 1
Acres TDS SS COD MO 3 PO 4 TC t 10 FC + 10 f s  ♦ ::

Suburban 167 6660.00 66300.00 21710.00 217.10 10.02 37.5750 55.1100 is.::*?
Urban 4 50 9000.00 90000.00 108000.00 1170.00 45.00 1800.0000 256.5900 81.??'9
Inc, Corn. 311 55980.00 304780.00 74640.00 684,20 46.65 1244.0000 4 9 . 7 6 0 0 4 6 . 6 : 3 -
Paved Sub. 13? 13000.00 130000.00 18850.00 78.00 . 26.00 390.0000 26.0000 20.:0"9
Streets 3 9 77000.^0 583500.00 175050.00 194.50 7.78 38.9000 11.*790 7.T: ~
NaL# Darts . 3: c 26 60.* 2977200.00 992400.00 1323.20 496.20 496.2000 330.CO"' 6-1.6
Drainage 4 ~ 1:2%0.00 110000.'O 2 j.V'O.CO 20.60 4.40 5.7200 • 1.7*0
W Cr.-iaalan .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 • OO-O -
E. Woodlane .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 .*0n0 .oer
E, Forests .00 .00 ,.v .00 .00 .00 .0000 . 0 9 0 0 . n v r ,
Farming / 14.7F03Grassy "T3T 5900.00Acre. 17700.00 3540.00 • 390.00 3.90 17.7000 2 9 . " 9

Totals!
Ibs/year t 310 446.20 4279.96 1420.59 4.26 .64 4.0300 . 7463
Ibs/acrc/yr 91.84 881.01 292.42 88 .13 .8295 • 1536 .17:4

3 
3?
 I



Average Annual Urban

Watershed
Category**

Acres IDS

Suburban 49 I960
Urban 345 6900Ind, Comm, 157 28260Paved Sub, 9 900Streets 191 38200
Nat, Darts, 456 36480DrainageW Grassland I, Woodland

19 5700

E, Forests Farming 4800Grassy Acres
Totalss
Ibs/year t 10 123,
Ibs/acre/yr 96,

ss COD

19600.00 6370.0069000.00 82800.00153860.00 37680.009000.00 1305.00286500.00 85950.00610400.00 136800.00
47500.00 11400.00.00 ' .00

.00 .00

.00 .00
14400.00 2880.00

1010.26 365.18
792.98 286.64

00000000000000000000
00

20
70

Pollutant Loading.In Ibs/year

Watershed Ho, H-15
Pollutant

12 12 1
NO 3 PO 4 TC * 10 PC ♦ 10 fs ♦ ::

63.70 2.94 11.0250 *16.1700 5.:= :
897.00 34.50 1380.0000 196.6500 62.i':--
345.40 23.55 628.0000 25.1200

5.40 1.80 27.0000 1*8000
95.50 . 3.82 19.1000 5.7300 3.8200

182.40 68.40 68.4000 45.(000
12.35 1.90 2.4700 .7600.00 .00 .0000 .0000

.00 .00 .0000 .0000

.00 . .00 .0000 .0000 ,oc*o
480.00 4.80 14.4000 12.0009 24,C:00

2.08 .14 2.1503 .3038 .2115
1.63 1 .11 1.6879 ,2364 .1(63

t oOX



Average Annual Urban

WaternhedCategory
Acres TDS SS COD

Suburban 65 2600.00 26000.00 8450.00Urb .in 325 6500.00 65000.00 78000.00Ind. Coaz. 253 43540.00 247940.00 60720.00Paved Sub. 1164 116400.00 1164000.00 168780.00Streets 323 64600.00 484500.00 145350.00Hat. Darts. 8441 675280.00 7596900.00 2532300.00
Drainage 99 29700.00 247500.00 59400.00W Grassland .00 .00 .00E. Woodland .00 .00 .00I. Forests .00 .00 .00Farming:Grassy .ri 41 4100.00 12300.00 Z  2460.00

V) 711 Acres s
Totalsi 
lbn/year «t 310 944.72 9844.14 3055.46
Ibs/acre/yr 88.20 ‘ 919.06 285.26

Pollutant Loading in Iba/year

Watershed Ho. H-16

Pollutant

NO 3 PO 4

84.50 3.90845.00 32.50
556.60 37.95698.40 232.80
161.50 6.463376.40 - 1266.15
64.35 9.90.00 .00

.00 .00.00 .00
410.00 4.10

6.19 1.59
.57 .14

12 12TC + 10 FC + 10

14.6250 .21.45001300.0000 185.25^0
1012.0000 40.43003492.0000 232.800032.3000 9.69001266.1500 844.1100

12.8700 3.960*'.0000 .10*0.0000 .0010.0000 .0001
12.3000 10.2500

7.1422 1.3479
.6668 .1258

rs ♦ ::

sl’M v
A k i q

ifgsJzcre2 .

2n.

2.o:r:-
.19:6

to

OO
OX

h



Average Annual Urban

Watershed Category "
Acres IDS ss COD

Suburban 22 880.00 8800.00 2860.00
Urban 488 9760.00 97600.00 117120.00
Ind. Comm. 108 19440.00 105840.00 25920.00
Paved Sub. 649 64900.00 649000.00 94105.00
S treets 262 52400.00 393000.00 117900.00
Mat. Darts . 516 41280.00 464400.00 154800.00
Drainage 80 24000.00 200000.00 48000.dO
W Grassland .00 .00 .00E. Woodland .00 .00 .00
E. Forests .00 .00 . .00
FarmingGrassy

~Jl\x
1900.00Acres

5700.00 1140.00

Totals 1
%

Ibs/year «t J10 214.56 1924.34 561.84
lba/ecre/yr 100.07 897.54 262.05

Pollutant Loading in Ibs/year

Watershed Mo, M-17

Pollutant
12 12

NO 3 FO 4 TC ♦ 10 FC ♦ 10 FS * 1"

28.60 1.32 4.9500 7.2600 2.:2:3
1268.80 48.80 1952.0000 278.1600 87.81:1
237.60 16.20 432.0000 17.2800 16.
389.40 ’ 129.80 1947.0000 129.8000 103.si::
131.00 5.24 26.2000 7.8600 5.24:?
206.40 77.40 77.4000 51.6000 103.2::?:.?::?52.00 8.00 10.4000 3.2000

.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .oo":
,00 .00 .0000 .0000 .oc:o
.00 .00 .0000 .0000 .Of"?

190.00 ' 1.90 5.7000 4.7500 9.5030

2.50 .28 4.4556 .4999 .3302
1.16 .13 2.0781 .2331 .151''



APPENDIX D

URBAN WATERSHEDS RANKED BY POLLUTANT CONTRIBUTION/YEAR

Data from PAG-208 Task Report 5321 (Water Resources Research 

Center, 1977) —  nonpoint source pollution. Representative urban 

watersheds (K, L, M, N) are indicated by an asterisk (*).
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Table D. 1 Ranking of Total Dissolved Solids Loading by Watershed Within

and Contiguous to the Urban Area, Pima County, Arizona.

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 
(Ibs/ac/yr) Watershed

More than 100

100 or Less

*134 N4
*123 N9
*122 N2
*121 Nil
*120 E7, N7
*114 N8, N12
111 A4

*110 E4, N17
*108 E5, N3, N10
107 E3

*105 N6

100 El
99 E10, Hll

* 97 Kl, N13, N15
95 E8, 02
94 C2, E7

* 93 M3, 01
* 92 Cl, C4, Ml, N14
91 Bl, B2, B4, B5,
90 C3, C5, C6 , J3

* 89 B3, M2
88 C7, F2, Gl, 12

* 87 C8, El + 2, H2,
* 86 FI, H6 , N16
* 85 C9, 11, N5, 03

84 E2
83 H10, 13
82 Al, CIO, E9, J1

* 81 H7, L2, L5
* 80 Dl, K2, L4
* 79 H9, L3

78 H3, H8
77 H5
74 HI

* 69 LI
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Table D.2 Ranking of Suspended Sediment Loading by Watershed

Within and Contiguous to the Urban Area, Pima
County> Arizona.

Suspended Sediment 
(Ibs/ac/yr) Watershed

More than 900 

1013 E3
* 997 Nil
992 El
990 E5
989 Ell
982 02

* 973 E10, Hll, N10
* 957 N17
* 955 N9
947 B1
946 B4
943 01
940 05
939 B3
937 B5
934 B6 , El + 2
929 E4
923 06
918 E2, 03

* 915 N16
911 A1

* 909 Gl, N13
908 E9

750 to 900

900 J3
898 F2

* 891 A4, N12
886 D1

* 881 N14
* 878 N4

873 B2
863 C2

* 862 N8
* 861 N2

860 C3
859 C9
855 H10
835 E7
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Table D.2, Continued.

Suspended Sediment
(Ibs/ac/yr) Watershed

* 831 N7
818 C5
814 CIO, E8

* 813 Cl, K1
812 C8
796 C4
794 H8

* 793 N15
* 789 N3

788 H5
780 C6
776 H3
768 J1
755 FI

* 753 M3
600 to 750

740 H7
729 11

* 720 N6
705 H6

* 703 Ml
696 C7

* 676 K2
* 665 N1
* 663 M2

641 16
637 H9

* 619 L5, N5
* 610 L4

607 HI, H2
* 603 L2

Less than 600
* 588 L3
* 512 LI

488 H4
442 J5
376 13
363 15
337 (14 + 15)
317 12
266 14
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Table D.3 Ranking of Organic Loading (as Indicated by
COD) by Watershed Within and Contiguous to the
Urban Area, Pima County, Arizona.

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 
(Ibs/ac/yr) Watershed

More than 300
317 E3, Hll
314 El, E5
311 E 10

*308 N9
*307 Nil
306 02
305 El + 2
304 Bl, B3, B4
303 E2
302 A1
301 E9

250 to 300
*300 B5, B6 , H10, N3
*299 N12, 03
298 E4
*296 Ell, N13
*295 Dl, H5, N 8
*294 C3, M3
293 H3
*292 C4, F2, N4, N14
291 H8
*290 C9, E7, N7, N16
*289 Ml
288 E8
*287 B2, C2, CIO, M2, N15
*283 N5, N17
*282 L2, 15
*280 Jl, N2
*279 L3
278 05
*276 C5, L4
*272 N6
268 C8
*267 Kl, K2
265 H7
*261 N 1
*260 LI
259 C7
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Table D.3, Continued.

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 
(Ibs/ac/yr) Watershed

256
253

Less than 250

Cl, 01 
C6

248
244
236
232
231
221
*216
209
208
161
137
119
110
101
90
76

HI
FI
11
H9
H6
A4
N10
16
H2
H4
J4
13 
15
14 + 15 
12
14
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Table D.4 Ranking of Nutrient Loading (Nitrate) by Water
shed Within and Contiguous to the Urban Area,
Pima County, Arizona.

Nitrate (NO^)
(Ibs/ac/yr) Watershed

More than 2.00
3.41
2.80
2.74
*2.64
2.63 
2.51
*2.48
2.34
*2.23
*2.22
2.12
2.11

*2.10
*2.06
*2.04
2.02

1.01 to 2.00
*2.00
*1.99
*1.98
*1.89
1.87
1.85
1.84
*1.81
*1.79
*1.78
1.73
1.72
1.64 

*1.63
1.62
1.61
*1.60
*1.58
1.57
1.56
1.54
1.53

12
14
C7
N6
C7
Cl
N1
H4
N5
LI
H6
A4
HI, 14 + 15, L3 
L2 
N4 
16

L4
M2
L5, Ml
N7
II
C8
15
M3
N2
N3
E4
E 8
H2
N15
C5
C4
N8
K2
H7
FI
E7, Ell 
H9
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Table D.4, Continued.

Nitrate (NO^) 
(Ibs/ac/yr) Watershed

1.47 C2
*1.43 N 12
1.39 J4
1.38 B2

*1.32 K1
*1.28 N9
1.22 J1

*1.17 C3, Nil
*1.15 H3, N10
*1.08 N17
1.07 H5
1.01 H8

*1.00 N13
Less than 1.00

.93 H U

.92 CIO

.89 E5, H10
* .88 N14

.84 C9

.81 E 10

.78 J3

.73 F2

.72 G1

.71 E3

.70 01

.68 B5

.66 13

.60 B6

.58 El

.57 B4

.55 06
* .53 N16

.52 Bl, B3, 02

.51 05

.47 03

.46 El + 2

.43 El

.42 A1

.41 E9x



APPENDIX E

URBAN WATERSHEDS BY POLLUTANT LOAD/YEAR: BAR GRAPH

GENERATION BY STANDARD DEVIATION FROM MEAN
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APPENDIX F

LANDFILL INVENTORY IN TUCSON URBAN AREA WITH REFERENCE TO 

LOCATIONS IN MAJOR WATERCOURSE 100-YEAR FLOODPLAINS

Abbreviations under "Type" are: L = landfill, WD = wildcat

dump, and OD = open dump.
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Estimated Approximate
Amount of Area in

Name of Solid Waste 100-Year
Solid Waste in Storage Floodplain
Disposal Site Type Status (tons) Location Owner C%)

Cottonwood L Open 10,000 Cottonwood Lane 
and extension of 
49th Street

City 50

Prudence Road L Open 137,000 Rear of 401 S. 
Prudence Rd.

City 50

Speedway
(BGR)

L Open 50,000 7301 East 
Speedway

City 50

"A" Mountain L Closed 821,800 Mission Rd. base 
of "A" Mountain

City 15

29th Street L Closed 41,000 29th and Santa 
Cruz River

City 100

Ryland L Closed 365,000 West end of 40th 
and Santa Cruz 
River

City 20

Mission L Closed 33,000 Rear of 1056 S. 
Mission Rd. site

City 100

of County Garage

River or 
Wash

Santa Cruz 
River

Pantano
Wash

Pantano
Wash

Santa Cruz 
River

Santa Cruz 
River

Santa Cruz 
River

Santa Cruz 
River
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Name of 
Solid Waste 
Disposal Site Type Status

Estimated 
Amount of 

Solid Waste 
in Storage 

(tons) Location Owner

Approximate 
Area in 
100-Year 

Floodplain 
(%)

River or 
Wash

Linda L Closed 274,000 Between Alameda 
and Fresno, 
Melwood and 
Santa Cruz River

City 50 Santa Cruz 
River

Walnut L Closed 73,000 North end of 
Alvemon and 
Rillito Wash

City 100 Rillito
River

Columbus L Closed 110,000 North end of 
Columbus Blvd., 
east side of 
road

City 50 Rillito
River

Congress L Closed 730,500 East of Nearmont 
along west side 
of Santa Cruz 
River

City 50 Santa Cruz 
River

Irvington WD Nonactive 146,000 Santa Cruz River 
north of 
Irvington

—  — 30 Santa Cruz 
River

Riverside WD Nonactive 18,000 East and west 
side of Santa 
Cruz River, N. 
of St. Mary's Rd.

100 Santa Cruz 
River
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Name of 
Solid Waste 
Disposal Site Type Status

Estimated 
Amount of 

Solid Waste 
in Storage 

(tons) Location Owner

Approximate 
Area in 
100-Year 
Floodplain 

(%)
River or 
Wash

Grant Road WD Nonactive - - Santa Cruz River 
north of Grant 
Road

— 50-100* Santa Cruz 
River

Marana #2, L Open 11,000 North bank of 
Santa Cruz River 
2 miles west of 
Rillito, Arizona

Pima
County

100 Santa Cruz 
River

El Camino del 
Cerro

L Open 480,000 Eastside of 
Santa Cruz River 
0.5 miles west 
of 1-10 and El 
Camino del Cerro

Pima
County

50 Santa Cruz 
River

Broadway #2 L Closed 730,500 Northeast of 
Broadway between 
Kolb and Pantano

Pima
County

20 Pantano
Wash

La Choila #1 
and #2

L Closed 137,000 Southwest of La 
Canada and 
Jaynes Sta. Rd.

Pima
County

80 Rillito
River

Cortaro Road L Closed 110,000 Along west side 
of Santa Cruz 
River § just So. 
of Cortaro Rd.

Pima
County

100 Santa Cruz 
River 122



Name of 
Solid Waste 

Disposal Site Type Status

Estimated 
Amount of 
Solid Waste 
in Storage 

(tons) Location Owner

Approximate 
Area in 
100-Year 

Floodplain 
(%)

River or 
Wash

Marana #1 L Closed 5,500 Along the south 
side of the 
Santa Cruz River 
1 mile northwest 
of Sanders and 
Silverbell

Pima
County

100 Santa Cruz 
River

Wildcat Dump 
#2

WD Active ? Northeast of DM 
Air Base, Santa 
Rita H.S. on 
northwest corner

10 Unnamed
tributary
Pantano

Ina Road L Closed 913,000 Along west bank 
of Santa Cruz 
River 0.5 mile 
south of Ina Rd.

Pima
County

100 Santa Cruz 
River

University of 
Arizona

OD Open 5,000 1/4 mile west of 
I-10 and 1 mile 
south of Prince 
Rd. on UA Cattle 
Farm

City 100 Santa Cruz 
River

Jail Annex L Closed 600,000 3100 N. Silver- 
bell between 
Silverbell Rd. G 
Santa Cruz River

City 100 Santa Cruz

*No data for this area; estimate was made.
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